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>> Greetings, everybody.  Looks like we have 15 people participating so far.  We're going to 

go ahead and get started.  So this is the extended employment services listening session 

regarding the new statute.  So we have some etiquette for the meeting.  We're going to start 

with some introductions, and then again, when you're not speaking, please go ahead and mute 

your microphone or your speaker, because we are getting a lot of feedback through the system.  

Please remember when you are going to speak or add comments to be sure to identify yourself 

so the WebEx will pop up who is talking and gives that camera priority.  Any other ground 

rules.   

>> What role they are.  If they're a customer.  If they're a family member.   

>> All right.  So my name is Ryan Waddell the extended program services manager.  We'll go 



around the room.  Who we have in the room.  

>> I'm Han at deputy administrator of.  

>> I'm Christine Dobson, extended employment services.   

>> I'm Jane and I'm the administrator for the Idaho Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.  

>> Looks like we have a few people on a phone call.  Do we figure out who is on the phone 

call?   

>> Someone calling in.   

>> Can everybody hear me okay?   

>> I'm Lisa Barth.  I'm a parent and guardian in Sandpoint.   

>> All right.   

>> So yeah, we'll go through the statutes a little bit sec by section.  And then again before you 

introduce yourself and yore role when you're going to add comment.  All right.  So everyone 

should have gotten the materials for Sandpoint is right now.  We're going to briefly -- I broke 

out the sections and we'll invite comment.  Does that sound good?   

>> So -- 

>> Hey.  Hey, Ryan, this is Kim from panhandle special needs.  I just wanted to let you know 

I'm sitting in my shop with nine participants and two family members.  So.  

>> Excellent.  

>> That's why we don't have the video on.  When and if they want to get up and speak, we'll 

turn that on.  We're all in here masked up and so.  

>> Okay.  Great.   

>> Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that real quick.   

>> Yeah.  Are there any other groups of people that are sharing a connection?   

>> Okay.  All right.  So the first -- on the statute, sections 1, 2 and 3 I kind of grouped 

together.  So from the statutes, board means the state board of education.  Disability means 



a developmental disability as defined in 45CFR, 1325.3 or learning disability, mental illness or 

traumatic brain injury as defined and section three means the division of vocational 

rehabilitation.  Anyone have any comment on the first couple of sections there?  Section 

four or EES means long-term maintenance services that assist participants in maintaining 

employment or gaining employment skills in preparation for community employment.  My 

glasses.  Or provide assistance to adult participants within an industry or business setting or 

community rehab program, intended to maintain paid employment, extended employment 

services include individual supportive employment, group community-based supportive 

employment and work services.  Open for comments.  Anyone on the phone or anyone want 

to make a comment?  Toward the end, if anyone wants to circle back and make comments 

about anything here, we can do that as well.  Group community-based supportive 

employment.   

>> Ryan.   

>> Sorry.  Who is speaking?   

>> This is trinity.  Special needs.  I have a parent who has a question.   

>> Okay, great.   

>> Hi.  My name is Linda Bell Smith.  I have two daughters that go to panhandle special 

needs.  I was wondering what the long-term.  What do you consider long term?  Is it for as 

long as there's a disability?  What is the long term?   

>> And I'm sorry.  Your name again?   

>> Linda Bell Smith.  

>> Linda.  Okay.  So the statutes, the new statutes, and what we're looking to do is -- from 

parents and guardians, providers, participants themselves and any community members to help 

define this.  So tell me what you need long term in services? 

>> In long term is as long as they have the disability.   



>> Okay.   

>> All right.  Any other comments on the definitions there?  All right.   

>> Thank you.   

>> Yep.  Thank you.   

>> Hi.  This is Lisa from Sandpoint.  I just wanted to agree with that definition of long term 

meaning as long as the disability exists that they would receive services.   

>> So we want to get a little clarification on as the question you guys have as far as disability.  

So someone who, perhaps, as an example, maybe has a diagnosis of autism, is working -- has a 

job and the provider is providing services to help that person gain skills.  That person is always 

going to have autism.  Are we going to say that long term -- what's the -- long-term 

maintenance services, if the person doesn't need it?  I'm look for clarification.  Let's say they 

gain skills and no longer need that level of support.  Does anyone have any clarification?   

>> Hello.  This is Chitam.  I'm a board member.  Well, long term means as long as the 

disability requires maintenance level of support, and that might be lifetime, because a disability 

sometimes impedes a person enough that their assistance is necessary for a very extended 

time.  

[Jim Dubuisonn.] 

It may be years.   

>> Thank you, Jim.  We had some other people trying to comment as soon as Jim started 

talking.  Sounded like they muted their microphone.  Did anyone else have comment.  

Patricia, if you're looking to talk to me, your microphone is muted.   

>> Patricia it looks like you're trying to speak on the cam remarks but your microphone is still 

muted.  There you go.   

>> There.  Okay.  It says mute now.  That's what the confusion was.  I would like to say 

that Jim said it very well.  My daughter is 44.  She's autistic.  She is a hard worker.  She's 



intelligent and capable and cannot manage her brain all the time.  Her behavior sometime will 

blow up.  She can't be just left out in the community, because she cannot always manage her 

autism.  It's a brain biochemical thing.  It's probably never going to get better.  She's 

capable.  She's productive, but she's also got that disability that gets in the way.   

>> Okay.   

>> Jim couldn't have said it better.  Maybe some people eventually won't need help.  

Depends on the disability, but there are people who are going to need a shepherd always.   

>> Okay.  All right.  Very good.  Any other comments on this section?  Okay.  Like I said, 

we can always circle back and revisit any section we need to.  Section five, group 

community-based supportive employment means self-employment, group community-based 

supported employment means paid employment for a group of no more than eight participants 

that are paid at least minimum wage and who because of their disabilities need ongoing 

support for employment.  Be conducted in a variety of industry community settings where the 

participants have opportunities to interact with coworkers or others without known paid work 

supports to the extent those opportunities typically exist in a work setting and that work 

setting.  Section C, supported by training and supervision needs to maintain that employment, 

and not conducted in the work services area of a provider.  Do we have comments.   

>> This is Jim again.   

>> All right.   

>> I have a question.  Businesses are supposed to be -- well, at least they're meant to be 

profitable, and if a business with eight employees as you're describing isn't profitable, then how 

does it continue to function?  You're assuming the clients are producing at a high-enough rate 

that the business becomes profitable.  I admire that, but I'm not sure that you can always 

gather eight people that provide the company with that profit, and that's my only comment.  I 

think that it really is necessary to consider the profitability and capability of the people that are 



there.  Thank you.   

>> Thank u.  

>> I'd like to add something if I may.   

>> Okay.  

>> First of all, Jim is right on target once again, but people with severe disabilities by and large, 

like my daughter, they're supported.  My daughter has disability income.  She has food 

stamps and the whole disability 9 yards.  Somewhere in that disability system, there's a God 

who decides how much money a disabled person needs to live on.  And if say we suddenly 

bumped her up on minimum wage on what she earns, she's going to lose that amount out of a 

different pocket so she maintains that previously decided upon level of income.  The whole 

$7.50 cents minimum wage is a red herring when it comes to people who are severely disabled.  

They're not going to go out and be self-supporting.  They're going to continue pretty much 

where they are, and they will lose it from another pocket.   

>> Okay.   

>> This is job coach with panhandle special needs.  When I client comes to me and say they 

want to go into work services, they must first go through three evaluations out in the 

community which means I have to go out there and find them three different jobs in a 

community, and then they have to fail them.  This is not healthy for these -- for these clients 

to go through.  That is not good for them to do because it gives them a false sense out there.  

Going out there into the community which they know they're not ready for.  That's why they 

want to go into work services.  We have to go out there and find them jobs, three jobs and 

they have to fail every evaluation three times before they can go into work services.  That is 

not good.  Thank you, Michael.  Any other comments on group supported employment.  

>> Can you hear me?   

>> Yep.   



>> My daughter attends PSNI.  I want to build on what Mike just said.  She was placed in a 

community's based employment, and it was very dangerous for her.  And in the beginning, I 

did want her to be in the community working.  And I still do.  I want that for her eventually.  

But the system is set up so she has to go out into the community and work and have those 

three failed attempts.  For her, her failures were things like running away from her job coach, 

and where she worked was on a busy highway.  She sat in the middle of a parking lot, and you 

know, it's a small parking lot.  Somebody easily could have pulled in there and run her over.  

She had trouble with transportation, and there are things I don't even know everything that 

happened.  I'm still finding things out, and this has been a couple of years now.  So I don't 

know if this is the right place for this comment, but I do think that community-based support 

employment is important and good, but so is work services, and it needs to be easier to have 

these people placed into work services when that's where their needs are.   

>> Thank you, Sarah.  Any other comments on group-supported employment?  All right.  

Like I said, we can always circle back.  Section six individual community supportive 

employment means self-employment or paid employment for which a participant is paid a 

competitive wage, for which the participant because of the participant's disability needs 

ongoing support to maintain the employment is in a community or industry setting or persons 

without knowing paid supports, paid work supports are employed and D is supported by an 

authorized activities to sustain paid work for persons with disabilities including but not limited 

to supervision, training, and transportation.  Do we have comments on individual community 

supported employment?  Does anyone want to comment on individual community supportive 

employment?  Okay.   

>> Ryan.  This is trinity.  We have a participant here.  Her name is Leslie, and she has a 

comment.   

>> You were saying kind of made me upset.   



>> I'm sorry.  Say that again.   

>> I didn't understand what you were saying, and it kind of made me upset.  

>> Understanding about which part?   

>> [Not audible].   

>> All the words you said, you don't understand and it's making me upset.  I don't want to [not 

audible].   

>> I don't understand what you're saying.   

>> I think it's the reading of these big words is really confusing her.   

>> Okay.   

>> They're big words in this document.   

>> Yeah.  So right now, this is -- what we're just doing is listening to everybody and trying to 

get the feedback, and so if you have ideas for the program, we'd love to hear them.  Just 

trying to get listening to everybody.  

>> I'd like to keep my job at work services.  I'm not ready to go out in the community yet.  

There's no jobs in Sandpoint.   

>> Okay.  All right.  Great.   

>> Thank you.   

>> Sorry about that.   

>> That's okay.  You did good.   

>> I'm glad you came on and told us.   

>> We understand.  Any other comments on individual community supported employment?   

>> Ryan?  This is Linda Bell Smith again.  As far as the supported employment, my two 

daughters actually do work in the community, and in Sandpoint here, and like Lisa had said 

about Chris river, they're small communities.  There's not enough jobs for everybody.  Work 

services is so important because they have an opportunity to work.  There needs to be more 



for them, you know, more people in work services, because like I said, my daughter is part of 

the community.  Not everybody is capable of going into the community.  I'm fortunate.  But 

I feel sorry for these people that seems like they want to do away with what they're doing here.  

It's not the money, okay?  It's pride, and the accomplishment of doing something.  I see that 

in my daughters too.  And they make minimum wage.  It's not about the money at all.  

That's what I wanted to say.   

>> Thank you for the comments.  I appreciate it.  Item seven is individual program plan which 

means a plan for extended employment services appropriate from individual participant. 

Based on their needs and personal goals. 

Individual program is abbreviated as an IPP. 

Do you have another guest? 

>> Yes. 

Sorry. 

This is Christy. 

Scoot up. 

This Christy. 

>> Saying about marvelous light, because I'm not going to do the community. 

What I really want to do is stay here to work here a lot more. 

To me, I'm already there. 

>> Good job. 

>> Is anybody here? 

>> Ryan, are you able to hear that? 

>> She was a little hard to hear. 

>> Okay. 

Thank you. 



>> Thanks, Christy. 

Good job.  

>> Yep. 

Good job. 

>> If you're not speaking, please do mute your microphone. 

We're getting a lot of feedback. 

All right. 

Does anyone have any comments on the IPP or individualized program plan? 

>> Hello, yeah. 

This is Jim again. 

I just wanted to reflect on that. 

The IPP is designed by the team and the client -- that's an old term, sorry about that, the 

participant. 

And I would like to emphasize that if the team and the client want a particular service, and that 

is signed off on, then that should be followed as much as possible. 

Thank you.  

>> Thank you, Jim. 

>> Jim, can you clarify what you mean by [not audible] service? 

So we understand it. 

>> Ask your question once again. 

It was fuzzy. 

>> I was just going to ask if you could provide clarification on your definition of particular 

services. 

I can't understand. 

>> Yeah. 



I think -- well, it's pretty much any service, like if someone is deaf, then it's sign language. 

So it's an interpreter perhaps. 

If it's work services, that also is desired by the team, and I think that is something that should 

be followed. 

So yeah. 

That's my -- I think the service is one that's available, and one that is desired and approved by 

the team, and by a doctor, obviously. 

So thank you much. 

>> Okay. 

>> Does that clarify? 

>> Thank you, Jim. 

>> Do we have other comments on the program plan? 

>> Yeah. 

Ryan, I have another participant that would like to say something. 

>> Okay. 

>> Hi. 

My name is Natasha cleaver.  

>> Hi. 

>> And so the panhandle special needs is work really hard, and at work service, we do work 

together. 

It's what we do. 

So if we work hard, and we have to be busy now to make more time and work hard and make a 

little money and shop and order off the menu and keep saving. 

That's why Angela teach me how to budget that makes up more money for time. 

>> All right. 



Very good. 

Thank you. 

Do we have any other comments on the individual program plan, IPP? 

Do we have any other comments on the IPP? 

If not, I'm going to move on to the next section. 

Participant section 8, pate means a person eligible for, enrolled in the extended employment 

services program established for student section Idaho code 36202. 

Do we have any comments on the definition of "participant"? 

>> Ryan, I have another participant here. 

>> Great. 

Go ahead. 

>> Hi. 

>> His name is Ryan.  

>> Ryan. 

>> Hi. 

>> It's nice to see you. 

Hi, Ryan. 

I am having a good day.  

>> Excellent. 

Are you working? 

>> Yes. 

>> Do you have coworkers? 

>> Yes. 

>> All right. 

>> My birthday is August 20. 



I'm 44 years old. 

>> We just missed it. 

>> Christy, do you have anything to say about what Ryan is talking about? 

>> Yes. 

>> Go ahead. 

>> Yes. 

I'm sorting the papers and shredding them. 

>> Okay. 

>> Do you like that work? 

>> Yes.  

>> All right. 

Very good. 

>> Good job. 

>> Are you done? 

>> Yes. 

>> All right. 

Keep up the good work. 

>> Yes. 

>> Do we have any other comment on participants, the definition of participant? 

Okay. 

We're going to move on to the next section. 

Again, we can circle back around to any of these programs, section nine program means the 

extended employment services program established pursuant to section 336202 in Idaho code. 

I'm going to read the next one as well. 

Program and provider -- provider means a community rehabilitation program services. 



Provider approved by the division to provide extended employment services. 

Do we have any comment on either of those two sections? 

Program or provider? 

Nope? 

Section 11, work services, and it's on two pages. 

Y work services section 11 means activities typically conducted on provider premises, intended 

to assist participants in understanding the value and demands of work and developing 

functional capacities that increase or maintain the skill sets of participants to achieve and 

maintain employment. 

Do we have comments on work services? 

Section 11? 

>>.  

>> I don't think that begins to cover the actual scope of what happens in work services as far as 

providing employment for people like my daughter whom you just met. 

You heard how she speaks, her mannerisms are weird.  

She's never going to make it out in the community.  

The definition of work services seems to not quite include people like her. 

>> Can you clarify what you mean by your last statement? 

So we understand better. 

>> The entire statement or just the last phrase or two? 

>> The part you said the language does not include your daughter. 

>> It looks like a very limited statement with a very limited definition and possibly a limited 

time and goal to it. 

I see Christy in work services probably permanently. 

She's not going to be able to make it out in the community. 



I've actually prepared a brief statement on the situation and my feelings about it and charge I 

thought I would read at the end. 

That may clarify it a bit more for you. 

This just appears to be -- the way this is phrased appears to be a very temporary, limited 

situation. 

And I know in the case of my daughter's disability, which is autism, there's nothing temporary 

about it. 

But neither does it limit her abilities -- her desire to succeed, her wish to be productive. 

It may limit the setting in which he can do that. 

I'd like to see the wording, perhaps, be a little more inclusive of people with more severe and 

permanent disabilities. 

>> I think we need to clarify at this time that the wording in the statute will not change. 

This is what the state of Idaho legislature passed. 

What we're doing with our listening sessions is to gather your feedback for the rule making 

process in the future. 

>> And the rule-making process should be able to expand on this, I should think. 

>> So, your input is for that process. 

I want to be open and transparent that the wording in the statute is not within our authority to 

change. 

>> I understand that. 

>> But thank you. 

I want to make sure we're clear on that process. 

>> Yes, I do. 

But I think the rule making can help fix that problem. 

>> Thank you. 



>> Michael, I saw it looked like you were trying it to say something earlier but your microphone 

was muted. 

Do you have a comment? 

Okay. 

>> Hey, this is Kim from panhandle special needs. 

I have a comment.  

>> Okay.  

>> So I would just like to point out, and you know, for all of us to take note, that this definition 

says "work services." 

Nowhere in the statute is it considered sheltered or nonintegrated. 

I want to point that out.  

That's very powerful.  

It's work services. 

And going forward, I think in the rules, will help be defined by calling it work services. 

I think that will change the way a lot of people think about this department. 

That is all. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Hello. 

This is Jim again. 

>> Jim. 

>> Yeah, hi. 

I would like to comment that I appreciate that the statute says "maintain abilities and work 

skills." 

And not just increase them. 

I'd like to just emphasize that maintaining skills is an emphasis as well. 



And sometimes maintaining them is at the level they currently are at, and that doesn't mean 

they're capable of competitive employment. 

If work services is to be competitive, then somehow, we would have to figure out how to pay a 

minimum wage to these clients, to these participants from the state, probably, because they 

are not going to be in business -- all of them are not going to be in business. 

If we're going to maintain the level of employment, it would be here in the workshop. 

They're not increasing, but they are maintaining.  

That's what is important.  

And they feel successful. 

Thank you. 

>> Thank you, Jim. 

>> We have any other comments on this work services? 

>> Yes. 

This is -- 

>> Somebody was starting to speak, and then it cut out. 

>> I'm sorry. 

I must have muted my phone accidentally. 

You can hear me now? 

>> Yep. 

>> Okay. 

This is Sarah newel. 

And I talked earlier about my daughter going into community-based work and not being able to 

get into work services, and I wanted to clarify that she was on a Medicaid waiver at that time. 

But I'm also wondering, do you have rules in mind for this section on how participants would be 

able to get into work services? 



>> So you're asking if I have a what? 

>> If there are already rules in mind for this section? 

I know we're here to talk about the rules, but do you have -- are there some rules that are 

already being talked about or established? 

>> No. 

So we're just -- this is a brand-new statute. 

There are no rules under consideration right now. 

We're operating on last year's policy internally, but this whole process, the listening sessions 

are meant to gather information for the -- to inform the rule-making process.  

That's where everybody's voice is important. 

>> So for this sec, I feel that it's important that we don't limit the ability of participants to enter 

into the program at this level. 

If that's where the team feels they need to be. 

I think the team has the participants' best interest in mind, and this would have been a better 

path for my daughter. 

I don't even know if it was available through the Medicaid waiver or not, but I know that had 

she progressively worked her way towards community work, she would have been more 

successful. 

So I just don't want to see rules limiting this. 

>> All right. 

Thank you very much for your comment. 

Trinity, I did comment to your suggestion here that it's in the comments section. 

Appreciate your trying to move through the statute reading this word for word.  

It's very difficult for our clients.  They're having a hard time following and staying interested. 

I was curious if you had a suggestion on how we could go through this statute and gather 



feedback? 

>> I think it would help if after you've read the technical language if you could paraphrase it 

into more user-friendly language, because I could just tell people are drifting off. 

They don't understand what you've read out loud. 

>> I'll do my best, but we're running -- [not audible] and maybe even hearing paraphrases on 

what you think this section means. 

>> Okay. 

>> So we can slow down and a little bit.  

>> Okay. 

Thank you. 

>> Hey, Ryan, this is Kim from panhandle special needs. 

I just do want to kind of follow up on what Sarah noble was saying. 

So her daughter was deemed Medicaid waiver and went through it community eval and was 

deemed community ready and then failed that job. 

And now we're -- we don't want her in the community or her team. 

I wouldn't say me.  

I'm not involved. 

But now she has no avenue to come back to work services, and we want that fixed. 

Is there a way to fix that now without having to fail two more evaluations? 

>> We're happy to get you in touch with someone to talk about your individual case. 

>> This is trinity. 

I think the point being made here is this isn't about a person. 

This is about individuals who are eligible for waiver. 

They are pushed on to the wavered employment but are unsuccessful. 

The statute and the rules are a huge part of the process on how to then [not audible] to access.  



>> So one of the next sections coming up is about eligibility, and I also was eligible for work 

services, and also for supportive employment. 

And again, as Ryan indicated, this is a statutes, and this is about moving forward. 

What does everyone want moving forward for this process? 

What we have for today is today. 

What we are talking about now is what are -- what is your input for, for example, since you're 

talking about eligibility for work services -- that's what we're also saying. 

What do we want to be the same? 

What do we want to be different? 

What do we want to be a hybrid of some of the same and -- so this is really at this point is we're 

creating the story together. 

So what is true today will depend on the feedback that we receive over the next three months 

to inform us in this process of rule making. 

So perhaps maybe a better way to say this is so that if someone wants to make a comment 

about what work services eligibility looks like, maybe this is the time in which we can talk about 

that, so that it's not specifically -- I understand what you're saying. 

But moving forward, what would you like work services eligibility for. 

>> Thank you. 

So that's probably kind of the framework you stick with as far as if you guys have ideas for what 

work services looks like, that's what we're trying to gather. 

>> This is trinity again. 

That's confusing. 

When you read the statute, you said we cannot change that. 

This is what we have. 

Then you're talking about what we can change. 



So I think that's confusing for some of the people in our room, the statute being one issue and 

the rules being another.  

It's struggling. 

>> Someone needs to mute their microphones. 

We're getting a lot of feedback.  

>> We cannot change the wording in the statute. 

As far as informing us of what the words in the statute means and what does that mean, so for 

example, potential, there's lots of in the statute, and the statute is intentionally [not audible].  

>> Of those eligibility. 

If the disability. 

>> Can everybody please mute your microphones.  

We have a tremendous amount of feedback. 

>> Please mute your microphones. 

Can everyone please mute their microphones. 

Yes, please better. 

>> We'll open it back up for responses.  

>> Eligibility is a person who is eligible to participate in the program if the person A, has a 

disability. 

That's.  

>> Eligibility is a person who is eligible to participate in the program if the person has a 

disability. 

That's a very broad statement. 

What does that mean to you? 

Does that mean, for example, someone just says that they have a barrier to employment? 

Does it mean certain types of evaluations? 



Those are the kind of questions that provide us with the information moving forward for the 

next steps in the rule making is intended to help provide that direct for the individuals that are 

providing the service so that there is an understanding of what is it, that allows that person to 

participate, what makes them eligible. 

So what does that say to you? 

>> Nana, this is Mikayla in Idaho falls, and we appreciate allowing us to listen today. 

It helps us going forward understand how all listening sessions around the state are going to go. 

I think for me, with your comment about and Ryan asked earlier how to help people 

understand who maybe aren't understanding statutes and rules and those things, what I get 

from people who are providing personal experience is they don't know whether those personal 

experience necessarily fit within all the rules but they want you to take their personal 

experience that's not working for them and help them take that experience and put it into the 

rule and statutes. 

They may not understand how to give you the exact wording or the exact rule, but what she's 

saying is she doesn't understand how eligibility works, but she wants you to hear how her 

experience went and someone help her put it into a rule. 

That's kind of what I get about when our parents and our people speak about that is that they 

just need you to understand their experience. 

>> Thank you so much. 

>> Do we have any other comments or ideas about work services? 

Somebody was starting to speak. 

>> Jim, if you're talking, we can't hear you. 

>> I see several people, and so I was wondering who was talking. 

Anyway, yeah, eligibility, I think, is, as you were mentioning -- I'm sorry, I don't know your 

name, is probably the key, and as was mentioned earlier, three trials and three failures is felt 



very deeply by a lot of our participants, and to go through that is traumatic. 

So eligibility, I think, is a determination of an entire team, and experience as some of the 

participants have indicated, you know, and what they have experienced is an indicator. 

And I'm not sure that in the field and at some location in the community is always an indicator 

of eligibility for participation in work services. 

So I think participation in work services is a team decision, as is so many things in this program 

is a determination by the team. 

Thank you. 

>> Thank you, Jim. 

Do we have any other comments on work services? 

Okay.  

I'm going to try what Trinity suggested. 

I'm going to read the statute and then we'll see if I have any justice trying to paraphrase that 

section of the statute. 

So this is program established sec one. 

There is hereby established in the board an extended employment services program for the 

purpose of increasing employment opportunities for program participants. 

The program shall be administered by the division of voc rehab, extended employment services 

offered under the program are separate and apart from any federal program but may be 

collaborative with and supportive of federal programs, administrative costs charged to the EES 

shall be and subject to audit and review. 

Section two, program services shall be provided when eligible individuals do not have access to 

comparable services or have fully utilized comparable services for which they are eligible. 

Separate and apart from delivered -- separate and apart from and delivered subsequent to 

vocational rehabilitation services provided by the division. 



So trinity, I take it back. 

I'm not going to try to paraphrase that, because that's a mouthful.  

Let's talk about this section. 

I read this numerous times, and it's one of those things, I was like this is probably the most 

important sec I'm going to need feedback on. 

>> So there's a couple of things I can maybe help with paraphrasing. 

So the division of vocational rehabilitation has actually three programs under it, but we're not 

going to talk about the one, because it's it is council for the deaf and hard of hearing, and it's 

completely separate.  

The two programs under the division of vocational rehabilitation are federal VR program, and 

the extended employment services program. 

So that when we say the federal VR program, that means we get federal funds and are part of a 

very particular vocational program we call the vocational rehabilitation program, and it's 78% of 

the money is federal and 21.3% is nonfederal match. 

The extended employment services program we're talking about today is 100% general save 

funds. 

However, when they talk about we must coordinate with the federal programs, I'll give you an 

example. 

So under a federal law, that requires individuals that are youth under the age of 25, they cannot 

enter into a program for subminimum wage, and that program is often part of work services. 

It is not a program of individuals who are utilizing work services, may, if a program has what's 

called a working -- I don't always say the technical term.  

It's a federal certificate that allows an employer to pay a subminimum wage. 

If they're receiving subminimum wage and less than 25 years of age, those individuals have to 

participate in vocational rehabilitation prior to starting into subminimum wage. 



So that's an example of we must coordinate and comply in working together. 

So the agency cannot ignore the federal requirements for youth entering into a subminimum 

wage employment scenario, which oftentimes, that individual may also be eligible, then, for 

work services supports. 

And the extended employment services program is paying for. 

So that's an example of that coordination with the federal side of it. 

We can't simply ignore that part of it. 

>> Trinity. 

>> Yes, thank you. 

We do have a participant who is with work services who has something he would like to say.  

>> Great. 

>> So I'm Ed Rogers. 

I live in Sandpoint. 

We're busy. 

So what's been really helpful for me, normally, it would be very hard for me to get a job on my 

own, if I was all by myself. 

But with extend services, the job coaching, in particular, that has been most helpful for me in 

getting me a job and helping me stay in the job and supporting me. 

It has been very, very important. 

>> Excellent. 

>> Excellent. 

Are you talking about a job in the community or a job -- 

>> Yes. 

I'm talking about a job out in the community. 

>> Awesome. 



>> Yeah.  

>> Thank you. 

>> Appreciate it. 

>> Hi. 

I have a question. 

>> Okay. 

>> Okay. 

Does coordinate with mean subordinate to the federal rules and statutes? 

So does the state have to be subordinate. 

Does it have to be under the federal rule, or is it in cooperation with? 

>> So, for example, when we talked about it that same paragraph, incorrect cross rate. 

That is something the agency must apply to the extended employment services program. 

So for example, we cannot use federal dollars to support a program that is not under the 

federal requirements. 

So therefore, those type of things within the agency umbrella, the agency must develop or the 

Federal Government, a plan to show where costs for a nonfederal program, how they're being 

paid for. 

And this is not my area of expertise. 

I'm not the fiscal officer but I know the plain language around it which is basically the extended 

employment services program has to help pay for itself so that we're not charging federal 

dollars for something that is not part of the federal.  

>> Okay. 

Then we can use state dollars? 

Is that correct? 

>> We can use state dollars for -- I'm sorry? 



I'm not sure I understand, sir, what you're asking. 

>> You said we could not use federal dollars for work services under this condition. 

But can we use state dollars for work services stay, for example, without using federal dollars 

for this service if the state dollars are allotted to this program? 

>> This is where it does get really complicated. 

What we're talking about is like the overhead cost.  

It's like paying for the building. 

We have to make sure there's a percentage of the extended employment work services space 

that is charged to the EES program.  

That's the kind of stuff I'm talking about not the services related directly to the customer.  

Those are direct costs.  

When I'm referring to indirect costs, it's things -- as an example, our office space, and we have 

staff that occupy, that support the EES program. 

A percentage, whatever the fiscal staff determines was is what is necessary based on a formula, 

that's where you have to spend some of your EES dollars operating costs for those overhead 

incorrect, not the direct services. 

What I was referring to there sir was related to other costs of running a program. 

Is that helpful at all? 

>> Helpful, yes. 

>> Do we have any more comments on the program established section? 

>> Hi. 

This is Kim from [not audible]. 

I wanted a clarification from nana on -- you mentioned that they had to be under 25 and I was 

confused there. 

Under 25 to go through the evaluation process? 



To get state dollars? 

>> That was an example of in the cooperation with the federal program. 

>> Okay.  

>> So that was an example of, if a student exiting high school was 18 years of age, before they 

can enter into subminimum wage, employment, they must follow certain aspects before they 

could potentially do that based on federal requirements. 

>> Okay. 

>> Not the state requirements but based on federal requirements.  

>> So does the federal rule say 25? 

I'm not reading anything in this new statue about age 25.  

>> That's a separate program.  

>> That's a separate federal requirement.  

>> Okay. 

I must have missed something.  

I was getting all confused.  

>> This program really just is referencing a lot of the different aspects that EES program must 

also evaluate. 

I was just trying to get a couple of examples. 

>> Okay. 

Thank you. 

>> All right. 

Any other comments on this section? 

>> Okay. 

We're going to go on to the next section, eligibility. 

A person is eligible to participate in the program EES program if the person A has a disability 



that constitutes a barrier to maintaining paid employment without long-term vocational 

support, B, is 16 years of age or older, C is an Idaho resident, and sec two, I guess, is -- 

>> Start with that.  

>> Okay. 

It's -- the last part of that, I'm going to add is the division may periodically review a participant's 

eligibility and service-level need for the program. 

So let's talk about eligibility. 

Does anyone have comments on who is eligible or ideas about eligibility? 

Service-level need? 

Periodic review? 

Anything like that? 

>> This is Kim from panhandle special needs. 

Hey, I'm hoping moving forward on this one there's no -- the statute doesn't say anything about 

the three evaluations. 

I understand the one, obviously. 

You need to find out if they are community ready, but you know, our hope moving forward 

when it comes to rules that the three evaluations is not a necessity. 

>> So Kim, could you give me an example of how you would like to see someone enter into 

work services? 

>> I think the goal is through the team, team management, choice.  

It's always the participant's choice. 

It's their choice for where they want to work, choice if where are they want to live, and all of 

those things. 

When it's mandated that they have three evaluations, and evaluation one does not go well, and 

their morale goes down, and they feel like a failure, and then you tell them they have to go out 



in the community and do it again. 

That's just setting them up for not wanting to work. 

And I've seen participants now not working because their team is not willing to put that 

participant through that again. 

And so I would hope, you know, with many factors -- TSEs, family members, client choice, that 

after that first community evaluation, if does not go well, they would have the choice to come 

to work services if they want. 

Some people do want to try that again. 

I understand that.  

That's all of our goals.  

I don't think it should be a necessity as it is now. 

I think it should be choice. 

One more clarification. 

I want to make sure I understand. 

By choice, do you think they should start working with vocational rehabilitation or do you mean 

they should be able to just simply, based on their disability, determine they are able to be 

eligible based on a disability? 

>> Well, I want, I think in order to get into work services, they have to go through VR anyways, 

correct? 

And you're asking me -- once they're in work services they're VR anyways, so I'm assuming they 

have to go through it. 

I guess that's confusing me a little bit. 

In order to get into work services, they have to go through VR. 

>> That's currently true, yes. 

But if in the future, I'm asking, what -- I'm trying to get an understanding of what you would like 



to see. 

>> I gotcha now. 

It's client choice. 

If they feel they're not ready, why not put them into a position where they can feel valued and 

accepted and safe? 

People are tolerant of what, you know, their habits might be, and once they build that 

confidence, I have participants in here now that are saying I'm ready and the next couple of 

months, you know, we plan on going -- looking towards community employment. 

And that was their choice. 

They came to me and made that decision that they were ready. 

And that's what we push here. 

I don't want anybody going out if they don't feel they're ready, because I don't want them going 

out there and failing and coming back and taking two steps back. 

So to get into work services, I think it should be choice to get into community employment, it 

should be choice. 

>> So I appreciate that, and I'm going to ask a question. 

And please understand it's really for us to understand. 

So one of the areas -- and I really appreciate your input. 

One has a disability that constitutes a barrier without long-term vocational support. 

So let me ask you this. 

That part of the statute, what does that mean to you if A, either the person has never been 

employed, or if they have been successful in a community job without supports? 

What does that part mean to you in terms of disability either constitutes a barrier to maintain 

employment. 

So how would that be determined? 



If the person A has never had an employment -- has never had a job, and there's nothing that 

would indicate one way or the other, or B, if an individual has come and said I want to work in 

services but was requiring supports in the past? 

>> I still think that comes down to their personal team and client choice. 

Because the team might say hey, we think you can do it, because everybody needs a boost in 

their ego.  

So if the team says, let's try a community evaluation, I think you can do it. 

That's still a choice made by the team, but if the participant says no, that's -- it's ultimately their 

decision.  

It's their choice where they want to go. 

But everybody on every level sometimes might need a push. 

So I think that's where it comes down to the team. 

Does that help you understand what I'm saying? 

>> So please, I'm going to ask if this is correct, and if I'm not correct in what I'm saying, please 

tell me. 

>> Okay.  

>> So the way I understood it, I'm kind of trying to gather what I think you said and tell me if I'm 

wrong, but that as far as a barrier goes, to maintaining paid employment, that that is simply 

whatever a person says, not whether there was a demonstrated need. 

>> Is that -- am I correct in my understanding there? 

>> Kind of, yes. 

That's still choice. 

If I'm choosing community, I'm going to support you in community. 

If you say I'm not ready, then that's a barrier in itself. 

So they choose to come out of work services and they come out of a work barrier. 



>> Okay. 

So I understand that all barriers are based on individuals' comments. 

It's what they tell us. 

>> No, not all barriers. 

>> Okay. 

>> But it does come down to client choice.  

That's the bottom line. 

>> Okay. 

Thank you. 

I really appreciate you working with me to get that clarified.  

>> I'm doing my best. 

>> We all are. 

This is our first round, so -- 

>> You guys are the guinea pigs. 

>> We really appreciate -- again, I've done these kind of things before. 

We'll make adjustments. 

We're really trying. 

So you know -- 

>> You are, and we appreciate it. 

Region one is always the guinea pig. 

Maybe next time you guys could start with the last one and region one can be last. 

>> Fair enough. 

>> We'll put Lynn on the spot next time. 

>> So we'll try to keep you updated on the process going through that.  

>> Appreciate that.  



>> Any other comments? 

Ideas? 

Anything about eligibility? 

>> This is Sarah Noble again on the phone. 

Did I interrupt somebody? 

>> Go ahead, Sarah. 

>> Okay. 

So I wanted to elaborate. 

I think nana was saying about -- I think she was asking how to tell if a person has a barrier, if 

they've never been employed in and in my daughter's situation, there were things we could 

have looked at. 

Her behaviors are a big one.  

She had a history of running away when she was upset. 

She was locking herself in bathroom stalls and refusing to come out. 

Those are key indicators that she clearly wasn't ready for community-based work. 

She also -- there's a volunteer program and that was a good first step for her to start getting in 

the community. 

She actually was volunteering and working in the community through PSNI in their volunteer 

program. 

So that was another good step. 

So there are ways of finding those barriers and I.D.ing them without putting a person in danger 

or at risk by a community-based employment with just a job coach. 

>> Thank you for that feedback. 

>> Thanks, Sarah. 

All right. 



Any other -- did Jim make it back? 

He had a dead battery on his computer. 

Any other comments on eligibility? 

>> This is Kim from PSNI. 

I have one more. 

I guess it's more of a clarification. 

It should be pretty easy. 

So 2C -- no, just C is an Idaho resident. 

For those of us that are so close to the border, and there aren't facilities available, and I'm 

sure -- because we're state-funded, we could not support somebody that say lived in 

Washington, which is only like 40 miles from us. 

And they don't have programs. 

Is that correct? 

>> That is correct. 

State of Idaho taxpayer dollars are for Idaho residents.  

>> And that's because we're state funded.  

>> Correct. 

>> Okay. 

Thank you. 

>> You know, I have known other states that might pay for someone to receive services in 

another state, but that generally then comes from that state. 

>> Right. 

>> Just as an example, Washington could pay a provider in Idaho or Oregon could, but it's 

not -- for our purposes, is Idaho residents.  

>> Gotcha. 



Thank you. 

>> Any other comments on this eligibility section? 

Okay. 

We're going to go on to covered services. 

Covered services individual program plan one subject to available funding. 

The program shall provide the following services to participants as appropriate. 

Individual community supportive employment, group community-based supportive 

employment and work services. 

Item two shall be based on a participant's individual program plan as developed according to 

board rule. 

So covered services, again, are community supportive employment, group-supported 

employment, or like enclaves, and work services. 

And based on the individual's IDB. 

Okay. 

So do we have any ideas or comments on this covered services? 

>> This is Kim. 

What does board rule mean? 

According -- that will be what we're working for developing as far as the statute. 

>> I got it. 

Thank you. 

>> I was looking at some of the other stuff of how much money was putting toward the work 

services and it shows a lot of money coming back. 

It appears a lot of money is spent on administration and less people are being served. 

Wouldn't be better to designate these funds to serve more participants in the work services? 

>> We would need a little more information so we understand what your feedback is. 



We really want to understand your feedback. 

>> It was the stuff I got sent in the package. 

It showed the moneys and how they were distributed and over the last number of years, and it 

showed money that wasn't used. 

So that's kind of where I'm coming from on that.  

>> So under administration, if -- so, every individual goes through supportive employment work 

services [not audible] all they're in employment services have a plan that they wrote with their 

provider -- right now we're talking about -- [not audible] with individuals -- 

>> Just a second. 

Sorry to interrupt. 

Can everybody mute their microphones, please. 

>> Thank you. 

>> It was getting really hard to hear. 

>> So for an individual with guardians and anybody else -- [not audible].  

>> Their provider, it's a plan. 

And it's for the services -- and then Christy reviews that with the provider. 

They make any corrects necessary. 

Once it's -- then those services are approved for that person. 

However, not everybody is a hundred percent [not audible] for vacation, sometimes people the 

medical team.  

Sometimes it's -- we have a pandemic. 

So there's different reasons why we wouldn't use the funds. 

But everybody that has been eligible for the program has the services that they could improve. 

So you have to -- so we are serving everybody that's eligible, everybody that has been eligible is 

receiving services that have been approved, so all I can say at this point, ma'am, is that we are 



obligated under law for the money that goes back to the general funds where the legislature to 

determine what they can do. 

>> Okay. 

Because I was just concerned in looking at 2019, there was a reversion of a million dollars. 

2020, you can understand that kind because of the pandemic. 

2019, it was a million dollars, and it's like okay. 

As long as everybody was served, that's my point. 

More participants get money. 

>> So I can tell you [not audible] all of those is that people have been utilizing and were 

approved for. 

Those have been provided. 

>> Okay. 

Because you know when we talked about the three failures before you can get into work 

services. 

If we got rid of that barrier, then we could use -- the money is there. 

So let's get more people in there and use the money. 

>> Thank you for your feedback. 

>> Any other comments on covered services? 

>> Hello. 

This is Sarah Noble on the phone again. 

>> Yeah.  

>> I feel if I'm reading this right, this section is what we all really want to focus on is -- is this 

where the rules are going to be put into place that say which of these work programs the 

participant is going to go into? 

>> So this section talks about the only three covered services that EES pays for. 



Individual community supportive employment. 

Group supported employment and work services. 

EES, for example, does not pay for day habilitation services or community access-type program 

or the training.  

That's part of VR, the initial training for a new job. 

So only -- what this sec is talking about, what EES will cover is just those three categories. 

Does that make sense? 

>> Okay. 

Yeah. 

So what I'm looking at is the number two there, where it says that the service is provided to a 

participant shall be based on the participant's individual program plan, and then as developed 

according to bord rule. 

Is this where the rules are going to be put into place that say whether the individual is 

designated to go into community-based work versus work services? 

>> That would probably be under eligibility. 

So what this section two would -- what I think it means is that the services -- so if an individual 

on their -- and I can give you kind of an example -- of an individual on their IDP plan has group 

community employment. 

They're working in an enclave, right? 

A small-group employment. 

But then they go out and get a community job on their own. 

EES is not going to pay for that community job unless it's on their plan. 

So we need to do -- they probably need to go to VR for the initial training or initial job coaching. 

And then it can be written into their plan that EES would support that person in the community 

employment. 



So shifting around. 

If a person is in -- I guess that's what it's addressing is that the -- those three categories of 

covered services are going to be written in the plan, and that's what the plan is going to pay for 

is what's already written on the plan. 

Nothing outside of those three categories. 

So is that -- does that help? 

>> Yes, it did. 

Thank you very much. 

>> All right. 

>> Ryan, this is Hannah. 

Could I get you to clarify, because I know that is the process now that people have to go back 

through VR, but as nana and you both have stated, moving forward, is that something that 

could be looked at that EES could then work with the person individually and kind of bypass the 

average time that it takes VR to put somebody through the pipeline and get back to that 

program they're used to? 

Isn't that what we're talking about as moving forward. 

Maybe we clean up some of that.  

>> And thank you for that, Hannah. 

The covered services, though, is already in statute. 

What's going to be covered in initial training for a new job is not a covered service for EES. 

Per the statute. 

Does that make sense? 

>> I guess it's based on the interpretation of the rest of the statute on where you would include 

those services provided. 

Again, I'm just saying moving forward, is there a way to clean some of that process up? 



Are you asking about adding another service for initial training? 

>> I don't know that I'm asking for an additional service. 

I'm asking if there's a way to determine if the -- interpret the law to include for a transitional to 

a different job. 

We don't know that's initial training -- initial training could start -- 

>> Sarah, can you give us an example of what you mean by that? 

>> I've been told if a person is in a job at an employer, wherever in the community, if they are 

given the opportunity to take on a new position that we have to go back through the VR 

process. 

However, they have a job coach. 

Each job description, as we all know in the new skills from day to day, so could we interpret 

that EES could provide the supports needed to take on those added responsibility? 

I don't think that falls under initial training. 

I think it's building on the independence of a person already using a service. 

So I don't know that we agree on the definition of initial training and continued training, and 

gaining further independence in a job. 

>> In the same job or a different job? 

>> Again. 

I think it comes down to how you interpret it. 

Maybe a different job description, but again, the transition can happen in the same job coach 

with the belief that the employer feels they just need to move in that direct. 

Not interrupt the day to day for that individual so they go to VR.  

>> I understand what you're saying, Han a your feedback is to set up a [not audible] 

transitioning to another paid employment VR sample with the same employer. 

Maybe different job to move that individual without going back to that. 



By saying they maintain it. 

I didn't catch hardly anything. 

Basically what I heard and I apologize because I don't mean to boycott this listening session, 

and to a comment made by a listener, they discuss the need for VR. 

That's based on current practices and what I'm hearing over and over again is we're supposed 

to be discussing how we move forward.  

>> Right. 

But alms the consensus out of participants is they like what they have now. 

They're not afraid of trying to can we take the statute, and then write more availability within a 

state program and subjected by legislature to allow for more growth within that program. 

I think you would find more success and more independence being built if we had that 

discussion. 

So it's hard for me to keep track, and I'm sure it's hard for the participants on the line to keep 

track of the comments of moving forward, but then the limitations that you keep bringing up 

that are happening right now. 

So really, I don't necessarily need to talk specifics. 

I'm just saying, when that gets brought up, I think we all need to remember that if we're talking 

about moving forward, then we need to start from scratch. 

And I believe the statute allows for that. 

>> Thank you, Hannah. 

Any other comments on covered services? 

Okay. 

We're going to go to the next section, EES provider requirements. 

ES providers requirements of approval, agreement review, section one, the division shall 

approve any person or entity before such person or entity may provide extended employment 



services other than the program. 

The division shall enter an agreement with each program provider. 

The agreement shall specify the requirements for the provider. 

Services to be offered by the provider. 

Scope of work under the agreement. 

Service fees. 

Other terms, conditions, and provisions as determined by the division and agreed to by the 

provider. 

Do we have comments or suggestions on -- EES provider sections? 

>> Ryan, this is trinity. 

And I know we've talked about this before, but boy, it would be nice if that provider agreement 

could be a bit more of a cooperative process. 

It doesn't seem like we're quite able to come to the table and agree on the terms. 

And find negotiating contracts with other members in our community, and this contract is 

always our most difficult one. 

>> What would you like to see? 

>> I think when we come to table that what actually gets included. 

It feels like when we come the table, the decisions have been made. 

>> Trinity, you cut out in that last part. 

>> Hopeful that our input would get incorporated more often. 

>> Thank you. 

>> This is Kim from PSNI. 

I would just like to support what trinity just said. 

Even though there was -- it was aloud for provider input, I don't think any of the provider input 

was even acknowledged, nor was it used in the agreement. 



So hopefully, you know, moving forward, that is something that's more of a group effort versus 

a one-sided effort. 

>> All right. 

Thank you. 

Any other comments on EES providers? 

All right. 

Section two under EES providers is the division may terminate or revoke the approval status 

and discontinue authorizing or purchasing service from providers for actions in violation of the 

agreement or rules promulgated by the board. 

Any comments on section two? 

Section three, a provider agreement shall be reviewed annually and is subject to revision as 

required by the division in cooperation with providers. 

Any comment? 

The last sec, program implementation.  

The board is here authorized to take such actions as are necessary to implement the provision 

of this chapter including promulgation of necessary rules. 

I think we have 15 minutes left. 

We can open up for review of any of this or other comments regarding the statute. 

Give everybody a minute. 

>> I read through all of the VR materials, and I find the use of nonintegrated noncompetitive 

setting to be very condescending and rather discriminatory against people who have severe 

disabilities like my daughter. 

You met her.  

She's different. 

She's weird. 



The commune really doesn't want her. 

She wouldn't do well out in the community. 

PSNI is not putting my daughter into isolation.  

She's in isolation when she's at home. 

PSNI is not the greater community, but it's a community. 

It's a smaller community, a very inclusive community, a very safe place for her to be. 

I can send her off there every day, and she's around people who care about her, who support 

her, who help her, and I know she's going to come home at the end of the day safe and happy, 

and she's going to have accomplishments. 

I'd like to see and feel more support from VR and from the state, from everybody, for people 

like my daughter. 

I know she's not going to get better. 

Autism isn't going to get a sudden miracle cure. 

I wish it would. 

I would really like to see her be more accepted for who and what she is. 

And it's not going to happen out in the greater community. 

It does happen in a smaller more inclusive community like PSNI. 

And you'll hear that from other parents as you continue these sessions, with people who are 

severely disabled.  

They need this smaller setting, and it's a good setting. 

I would really like to see an attitude of helpfulness and support for PSNI and other smaller 

providers like this. 

>> Thank you for your comments. 

If there was ones that would like to make for your daughter, what would that be? 

>> You cut out in the middle and I didn't hear your question.  



>> I apologize. 

This mask is difficult to talk through. 

If there's one thing you said you would like to see more support for your daughter, is there 

anything in particular you would like to see? 

>> I would like to not feel like her work services and her other services are threatened as if 

they're second rate because it's a small group, and because she doesn't really have a lot of 

probably forward progress in the work community to be made. 

She's one of the people who falls under the continuing to support category. 

And I'd like to see her appreciated for that not just her but all of the people like her. 

They need work services.  

They need a small supportive community like PSNI. 

I would appreciate seeing and hearing a more supportive attitude out of VR quite frankly for 

people like Christy. 

>> Thank you if your feedback. 

>> Hi. 

This is Angela.  

I'm a family member of a participant and I just want to agree with every word Patricia just said.  

My family member chooses to do work services, and if that is threatened, that's a huge deal to 

us. 

And thanks for pointing all that out, Patricia. 

>> Thank you for your input. 

We appreciate it. 

>> This is Kim from panhandle special needs. 

I just want to support what pat Hampton just said and I'm sitting in front of seven participants 

right now, and everything that she said, we're looking around the room, and they all 



understood it here. 

They all understood what Pat was saying about feeling valued and being supported and we're 

still community. 

We may be smaller, but we're still community out here. 

Every one of these guys sitting here was just shaking their head in agreement with what Pat had 

just said. 

>> Thank you for that. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Hi. 

Linda Bell Smith up here again at PSNI. 

I'm look at the paper sent out. 

It was about the segregated or sheltered employment. 

And so what you understand about it. 

And then you go to our position, which I'm assuming is you guys. 

Is that not them? 

>> No.  

>> Okay. 

Never mind. 

But okay. 

The council, it talked about agrees with the U.S. department of education, regulations that 

govern state vocational rehabilitation service in no longer recognizing segregated employment 

as being an appropriate.  

Employment outcome. 

You talk about the segregation with the disabled, but they're around other people. 

They're not the only ones in that group. 



And you know, I take offense to being segregated. 

They are disabled people are part of the community. 

Just because they're in a work center, I don't see that as being segregated. 

It's giving them a chance to work out being out in the community and being sheltered and safe. 

So that's my comment. 

>> All right. 

Thank you. 

I think we're talking about two separate programs. 

The Medicaid will not fund the work services. 

Right? 

EES, however, it's in statute. 

It's established in statute. 

It's funded going forward. 

EES is not Medicaid. 

Am I understanding your comment correctly? 

>> Well, I wasn't sure, because like I said, it's the Idaho council on developmental disability's 

position. 

I thought it was part of you guys. 

So just commenting on that the way they it is it's no longer appropriate. 

Well, it is. 

>> And I'm not looking at that what you're looking at. 

Are we talking about Federal Government's position? 

Is that right? 

>> I guess it is. 

Idaho council. 



>> We do understand there is some feedback this provides. 

We're hearing you [not audible] on your comment. 

>> Okay. 

>> All right. 

Any other comments about the statute? 

>> This is Sarah Noble on the phone again. 

I just hope that while you guys are creating these rules for the statute that you recognize the 

need to have multiple entry points for participants to enter into work programs, and 

not -- especially with this population.  

One size does not fit all. 

So if we could remove barriers to working, I think that should be what the goal is. 

And it shouldn't be a negative outlook if somebody needs work services rather than 

community-based work. 

We all have our different needs. 

And the participants need to be supported and encouraged wherever they fall in the work 

scope. 

Thank you.  

>> Thank you, Sarah. 

We have a caller comment? 

Anybody else have anything? 

Oh, Nana has a couple of comments.  

>> I just want to thank everyone for starting us off on our EES listening session, and we'll take 

your feedback. 

But so again, this was our 50 go around, and you know, we will appreciate all of the feedback 

on the statute. 



We'll take some of the feedback on the process. 

Woe work on process improvement. 

We want this to be a process for everyone. 

So we really do appreciate it. 

Obviously, our original intent was to meet in person. 

However, as many of you don't even need to have it explained, we had to switch gears. 

But again, I appreciate everyone's input, everyone's candor, and as we move forward, all of the 

feedback will be assessed and looked at and we definitely appreciate your time and energy in 

this process. 

>> I just have one more comment. 

It's Linda Bell Smith again. 

I urge you guys that the new statutes and rules that recognize that work-based employment is 

not a one size fits all thing. 

We need to protect our disabled. 

>> We hear you. 

>> Thank you. 

>> Do we have other comments? 

All right. 

If there's no more comments, I want to thank you all for joining us with this, and sharing your 

ideas and opinions and given us feedback on the statute. 

We do have, I think, ten more listening sessions coming up around the state. 

And if you have individuals who were unavailable today, either participants or parents or 

guardians or whoever who was unable to get on this phone call or WebEx, please help them 

find the next one. 

They will be able to chime in there. 



All of the WebEx invite calendar items, the PDF I sent out to everybody are available on the 

public-facing VR website under EES. 

If you have somebody who wasn't able to participate today, we'll give them an opportunity in 

the future to participate. 

So if there's nothing else, we'll say thank you very much, and have a great rest of your day. 

>> Thank you, Ryan. 

And Jane. 

>> I'm not seeing that. 

>> If you guys can come on to see the closed captioning. 

That.  

>> Lisa, can you come on -- are you going to be the one doing the 1:30. 

>> So Lisa, do you have -- does Ryan have your phone number? 

Can he give you a call? 

>> Hang on a second. 

>> Are the closed captioning coming through? 

>> So here's my number. 

>> I have it up. 

>> Testing, 1, 2, 3. 

>> If I move my mouse, the captions stop. 

>> Do you see anything? 

August 25, 2020. 

>> So I think I've got it now. 

>> On my sec, it's not the three dots. 

It's like a paragraph symbol. 

And that turns on and off the closed captioning. 
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	>> Greetings, everybody.  Looks like we have 15 people participating so far.  We're going to go ahead and get started.  So this is the extended employment services listening session regarding the new statute.  So we have some etiquette for the meeting.  We're going to start with some introductions, and then again, when you're not speaking, please go ahead and mute your microphone or your speaker, because we are getting a lot of feedback through the system.  Please remember when you are going to speak or add
	>> What role they are.  If they're a customer.  If they're a family member.   
	>> All right.  So my name is Ryan Waddell the extended program services manager.  We'll go around the room.  Who we have in the room.  
	>> I'm Han at deputy administrator of.  
	>> I'm Christine Dobson, extended employment services.   
	>> I'm Jane and I'm the administrator for the Idaho Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.  
	>> Looks like we have a few people on a phone call.  Do we figure out who is on the phone call?   
	>> Someone calling in.   
	>> Can everybody hear me okay?   
	>> I'm Lisa Barth.  I'm a parent and guardian in Sandpoint.   
	>> All right.   
	>> So yeah, we'll go through the statutes a little bit sec by section.  And then again before you introduce yourself and yore role when you're going to add comment.  All right.  So everyone should have gotten the materials for Sandpoint is right now.  We're going to briefly -- I broke out the sections and we'll invite comment.  Does that sound good?   
	>> So -- 
	>> Hey.  Hey, Ryan, this is Kim from panhandle special needs.  I just wanted to let you know I'm sitting in my shop with nine participants and two family members.  So.  
	>> Excellent.  
	>> That's why we don't have the video on.  When and if they want to get up and speak, we'll turn that on.  We're all in here masked up and so.  
	>> Okay.  Great.   
	>> Okay.  I just wanted to clarify that real quick.   
	>> Yeah.  Are there any other groups of people that are sharing a connection?   
	>> Okay.  All right.  So the first -- on the statute, sections 1, 2 and 3 I kind of grouped together.  So from the statutes, board means the state board of education.  Disability means a developmental disability as defined in 45CFR, 1325.3 or learning disability, mental illness or traumatic brain injury as defined and section three means the division of vocational rehabilitation.  Anyone have any comment on the first couple of sections there?  Section four or EES means long-term maintenance services that as
	>> Ryan.   
	>> Sorry.  Who is speaking?   
	>> This is trinity.  Special needs.  I have a parent who has a question.   
	>> Okay, great.   
	>> Hi.  My name is Linda Bell Smith.  I have two daughters that go to panhandle special needs.  I was wondering what the long-term.  What do you consider long term?  Is it for as long as there's a disability?  What is the long term?   
	>> And I'm sorry.  Your name again?   
	>> Linda Bell Smith.  
	>> Linda.  Okay.  So the statutes, the new statutes, and what we're looking to do is -- from parents and guardians, providers, participants themselves and any community members to help define this.  So tell me what you need long term in services? 
	>> In long term is as long as they have the disability.   
	>> Okay.   
	>> All right.  Any other comments on the definitions there?  All right.   
	>> Thank you.   
	>> Yep.  Thank you.   
	>> Hi.  This is Lisa from Sandpoint.  I just wanted to agree with that definition of long term meaning as long as the disability exists that they would receive services.   
	>> So we want to get a little clarification on as the question you guys have as far as disability.  So someone who, perhaps, as an example, maybe has a diagnosis of autism, is working -- has a job and the provider is providing services to help that person gain skills.  That person is always going to have autism.  Are we going to say that long term -- what's the -- long-term maintenance services, if the person doesn't need it?  I'm look for clarification.  Let's say they gain skills and no longer need that l
	>> Hello.  This is Chitam.  I'm a board member.  Well, long term means as long as the disability requires maintenance level of support, and that might be lifetime, because a disability sometimes impedes a person enough that their assistance is necessary for a very extended time.  
	[Jim Dubuisonn.] 
	It may be years.   
	>> Thank you, Jim.  We had some other people trying to comment as soon as Jim started talking.  Sounded like they muted their microphone.  Did anyone else have comment.  Patricia, if you're looking to talk to me, your microphone is muted.   
	>> Patricia it looks like you're trying to speak on the cam remarks but your microphone is still muted.  There you go.   
	>> There.  Okay.  It says mute now.  That's what the confusion was.  I would like to say that Jim said it very well.  My daughter is 44.  She's autistic.  She is a hard worker.  She's intelligent and capable and cannot manage her brain all the time.  Her behavior sometime will blow up.  She can't be just left out in the community, because she cannot always manage her autism.  It's a brain biochemical thing.  It's probably never going to get better.  She's capable.  She's productive, but she's also got that 
	>> Okay.   
	>> Jim couldn't have said it better.  Maybe some people eventually won't need help.  Depends on the disability, but there are people who are going to need a shepherd always.   
	>> Okay.  All right.  Very good.  Any other comments on this section?  Okay.  Like I said, we can always circle back and revisit any section we need to.  Section five, group community-based supportive employment means self-employment, group community-based supported employment means paid employment for a group of no more than eight participants that are paid at least minimum wage and who because of their disabilities need ongoing support for employment.  Be conducted in a variety of industry community setti
	>> This is Jim again.   
	>> All right.   
	>> I have a question.  Businesses are supposed to be -- well, at least they're meant to be profitable, and if a business with eight employees as you're describing isn't profitable, then how does it continue to function?  You're assuming the clients are producing at a high-enough rate that the business becomes profitable.  I admire that, but I'm not sure that you can always gather eight people that provide the company with that profit, and that's my only comment.  I think that it really is necessary to consi
	>> Thank u.  
	>> I'd like to add something if I may.   
	>> Okay.  
	>> First of all, Jim is right on target once again, but people with severe disabilities by and large, like my daughter, they're supported.  My daughter has disability income.  She has food stamps and the whole disability 9 yards.  Somewhere in that disability system, there's a God who decides how much money a disabled person needs to live on.  And if say we suddenly bumped her up on minimum wage on what she earns, she's going to lose that amount out of a different pocket so she maintains that previously dec
	>> Okay.   
	>> This is job coach with panhandle special needs.  When I client comes to me and say they want to go into work services, they must first go through three evaluations out in the community which means I have to go out there and find them three different jobs in a community, and then they have to fail them.  This is not healthy for these -- for these clients to go through.  That is not good for them to do because it gives them a false sense out there.  Going out there into the community which they know they'r
	>> Can you hear me?   
	>> Yep.   
	>> My daughter attends PSNI.  I want to build on what Mike just said.  She was placed in a community's based employment, and it was very dangerous for her.  And in the beginning, I did want her to be in the community working.  And I still do.  I want that for her eventually.  But the system is set up so she has to go out into the community and work and have those three failed attempts.  For her, her failures were things like running away from her job coach, and where she worked was on a busy highway.  She s
	>> Thank you, Sarah.  Any other comments on group-supported employment?  All right.  Like I said, we can always circle back.  Section six individual community supportive employment means self-employment or paid employment for which a participant is paid a competitive wage, for which the participant because of the participant's disability needs ongoing support to maintain the employment is in a community or industry setting or persons without knowing paid supports, paid work supports are employed and D is su
	>> Ryan.  This is trinity.  We have a participant here.  Her name is Leslie, and she has a comment.   
	>> You were saying kind of made me upset.   
	>> I'm sorry.  Say that again.   
	>> I didn't understand what you were saying, and it kind of made me upset.  
	>> Understanding about which part?   
	>> [Not audible].   
	>> All the words you said, you don't understand and it's making me upset.  I don't want to [not audible].   
	>> I don't understand what you're saying.   
	>> I think it's the reading of these big words is really confusing her.   
	>> Okay.   
	>> They're big words in this document.   
	>> Yeah.  So right now, this is -- what we're just doing is listening to everybody and trying to get the feedback, and so if you have ideas for the program, we'd love to hear them.  Just trying to get listening to everybody.  
	>> I'd like to keep my job at work services.  I'm not ready to go out in the community yet.  There's no jobs in Sandpoint.   
	>> Okay.  All right.  Great.   
	>> Thank you.   
	>> Sorry about that.   
	>> That's okay.  You did good.   
	>> I'm glad you came on and told us.   
	>> We understand.  Any other comments on individual community supported employment?   
	>> Ryan?  This is Linda Bell Smith again.  As far as the supported employment, my two daughters actually do work in the community, and in Sandpoint here, and like Lisa had said about Chris river, they're small communities.  There's not enough jobs for everybody.  Work services is so important because they have an opportunity to work.  There needs to be more for them, you know, more people in work services, because like I said, my daughter is part of the community.  Not everybody is capable of going into the
	>> Thank you for the comments.  I appreciate it.  Item seven is individual program plan which means a plan for extended employment services appropriate from individual participant. 
	Based on their needs and personal goals. 
	Individual program is abbreviated as an IPP. 
	Do you have another guest? 
	>> Yes. 
	Sorry. 
	This is Christy. 
	Scoot up. 
	This Christy. 
	>> Saying about marvelous light, because I'm not going to do the community. 
	What I really want to do is stay here to work here a lot more. 
	To me, I'm already there. 
	>> Good job. 
	>> Is anybody here? 
	>> Ryan, are you able to hear that? 
	>> She was a little hard to hear. 
	>> Okay. 
	Thank you. 
	>> Thanks, Christy. 
	Good job.  
	>> Yep. 
	Good job. 
	>> If you're not speaking, please do mute your microphone. 
	We're getting a lot of feedback. 
	All right. 
	Does anyone have any comments on the IPP or individualized program plan? 
	>> Hello, yeah. 
	This is Jim again. 
	I just wanted to reflect on that. 
	The IPP is designed by the team and the client -- that's an old term, sorry about that, the participant. 
	And I would like to emphasize that if the team and the client want a particular service, and that is signed off on, then that should be followed as much as possible. 
	Thank you.  
	>> Thank you, Jim. 
	>> Jim, can you clarify what you mean by [not audible] service? 
	So we understand it. 
	>> Ask your question once again. 
	It was fuzzy. 
	>> I was just going to ask if you could provide clarification on your definition of particular services. 
	I can't understand. 
	>> Yeah. 
	I think -- well, it's pretty much any service, like if someone is deaf, then it's sign language. 
	So it's an interpreter perhaps. 
	If it's work services, that also is desired by the team, and I think that is something that should be followed. 
	So yeah. 
	That's my -- I think the service is one that's available, and one that is desired and approved by the team, and by a doctor, obviously. 
	So thank you much. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> Does that clarify? 
	>> Thank you, Jim. 
	>> Do we have other comments on the program plan? 
	>> Yeah. 
	Ryan, I have another participant that would like to say something. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> Hi. 
	My name is Natasha cleaver.  
	>> Hi. 
	>> And so the panhandle special needs is work really hard, and at work service, we do work together. 
	It's what we do. 
	So if we work hard, and we have to be busy now to make more time and work hard and make a little money and shop and order off the menu and keep saving. 
	That's why Angela teach me how to budget that makes up more money for time. 
	>> All right. 
	Very good. 
	Thank you. 
	Do we have any other comments on the individual program plan, IPP? 
	Do we have any other comments on the IPP? 
	If not, I'm going to move on to the next section. 
	Participant section 8, pate means a person eligible for, enrolled in the extended employment services program established for student section Idaho code 36202. 
	Do we have any comments on the definition of "participant"? 
	>> Ryan, I have another participant here. 
	>> Great. 
	Go ahead. 
	>> Hi. 
	>> His name is Ryan.  
	>> Ryan. 
	>> Hi. 
	>> It's nice to see you. 
	Hi, Ryan. 
	I am having a good day.  
	>> Excellent. 
	Are you working? 
	>> Yes. 
	>> Do you have coworkers? 
	>> Yes. 
	>> All right. 
	>> My birthday is August 20. 
	I'm 44 years old. 
	>> We just missed it. 
	>> Christy, do you have anything to say about what Ryan is talking about? 
	>> Yes. 
	>> Go ahead. 
	>> Yes. 
	I'm sorting the papers and shredding them. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> Do you like that work? 
	>> Yes.  
	>> All right. 
	Very good. 
	>> Good job. 
	>> Are you done? 
	>> Yes. 
	>> All right. 
	Keep up the good work. 
	>> Yes. 
	>> Do we have any other comment on participants, the definition of participant? 
	Okay. 
	We're going to move on to the next section. 
	Again, we can circle back around to any of these programs, section nine program means the extended employment services program established pursuant to section 336202 in Idaho code. 
	I'm going to read the next one as well. 
	Program and provider -- provider means a community rehabilitation program services. 
	Provider approved by the division to provide extended employment services. 
	Do we have any comment on either of those two sections? 
	Program or provider? 
	Nope? 
	Section 11, work services, and it's on two pages. 
	Y work services section 11 means activities typically conducted on provider premises, intended to assist participants in understanding the value and demands of work and developing functional capacities that increase or maintain the skill sets of participants to achieve and maintain employment. 
	Do we have comments on work services? 
	Section 11? 
	>>.  
	>> I don't think that begins to cover the actual scope of what happens in work services as far as providing employment for people like my daughter whom you just met. 
	You heard how she speaks, her mannerisms are weird.  
	She's never going to make it out in the community.  
	The definition of work services seems to not quite include people like her. 
	>> Can you clarify what you mean by your last statement? 
	So we understand better. 
	>> The entire statement or just the last phrase or two? 
	>> The part you said the language does not include your daughter. 
	>> It looks like a very limited statement with a very limited definition and possibly a limited time and goal to it. 
	I see Christy in work services probably permanently. 
	She's not going to be able to make it out in the community. 
	I've actually prepared a brief statement on the situation and my feelings about it and charge I thought I would read at the end. 
	That may clarify it a bit more for you. 
	This just appears to be -- the way this is phrased appears to be a very temporary, limited situation. 
	And I know in the case of my daughter's disability, which is autism, there's nothing temporary about it. 
	But neither does it limit her abilities -- her desire to succeed, her wish to be productive. 
	It may limit the setting in which he can do that. 
	I'd like to see the wording, perhaps, be a little more inclusive of people with more severe and permanent disabilities. 
	>> I think we need to clarify at this time that the wording in the statute will not change. 
	This is what the state of Idaho legislature passed. 
	What we're doing with our listening sessions is to gather your feedback for the rule making process in the future. 
	>> And the rule-making process should be able to expand on this, I should think. 
	>> So, your input is for that process. 
	I want to be open and transparent that the wording in the statute is not within our authority to change. 
	>> I understand that. 
	>> But thank you. 
	I want to make sure we're clear on that process. 
	>> Yes, I do. 
	But I think the rule making can help fix that problem. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> Michael, I saw it looked like you were trying it to say something earlier but your microphone was muted. 
	Do you have a comment? 
	Okay. 
	>> Hey, this is Kim from panhandle special needs. 
	I have a comment.  
	>> Okay.  
	>> So I would just like to point out, and you know, for all of us to take note, that this definition says "work services." 
	Nowhere in the statute is it considered sheltered or nonintegrated. 
	I want to point that out.  
	That's very powerful.  
	It's work services. 
	And going forward, I think in the rules, will help be defined by calling it work services. 
	I think that will change the way a lot of people think about this department. 
	That is all. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> Hello. 
	This is Jim again. 
	>> Jim. 
	>> Yeah, hi. 
	I would like to comment that I appreciate that the statute says "maintain abilities and work skills." 
	And not just increase them. 
	I'd like to just emphasize that maintaining skills is an emphasis as well. 
	And sometimes maintaining them is at the level they currently are at, and that doesn't mean they're capable of competitive employment. 
	If work services is to be competitive, then somehow, we would have to figure out how to pay a minimum wage to these clients, to these participants from the state, probably, because they are not going to be in business -- all of them are not going to be in business. 
	If we're going to maintain the level of employment, it would be here in the workshop. 
	They're not increasing, but they are maintaining.  
	That's what is important.  
	And they feel successful. 
	Thank you. 
	>> Thank you, Jim. 
	>> We have any other comments on this work services? 
	>> Yes. 
	This is -- 
	>> Somebody was starting to speak, and then it cut out. 
	>> I'm sorry. 
	I must have muted my phone accidentally. 
	You can hear me now? 
	>> Yep. 
	>> Okay. 
	This is Sarah newel. 
	And I talked earlier about my daughter going into community-based work and not being able to get into work services, and I wanted to clarify that she was on a Medicaid waiver at that time. 
	But I'm also wondering, do you have rules in mind for this section on how participants would be able to get into work services? 
	>> So you're asking if I have a what? 
	>> If there are already rules in mind for this section? 
	I know we're here to talk about the rules, but do you have -- are there some rules that are already being talked about or established? 
	>> No. 
	So we're just -- this is a brand-new statute. 
	There are no rules under consideration right now. 
	We're operating on last year's policy internally, but this whole process, the listening sessions are meant to gather information for the -- to inform the rule-making process.  
	That's where everybody's voice is important. 
	>> So for this sec, I feel that it's important that we don't limit the ability of participants to enter into the program at this level. 
	If that's where the team feels they need to be. 
	I think the team has the participants' best interest in mind, and this would have been a better path for my daughter. 
	I don't even know if it was available through the Medicaid waiver or not, but I know that had she progressively worked her way towards community work, she would have been more successful. 
	So I just don't want to see rules limiting this. 
	>> All right. 
	Thank you very much for your comment. 
	Trinity, I did comment to your suggestion here that it's in the comments section. 
	Appreciate your trying to move through the statute reading this word for word.  
	It's very difficult for our clients.  They're having a hard time following and staying interested. 
	I was curious if you had a suggestion on how we could go through this statute and gather feedback? 
	>> I think it would help if after you've read the technical language if you could paraphrase it into more user-friendly language, because I could just tell people are drifting off. 
	They don't understand what you've read out loud. 
	>> I'll do my best, but we're running -- [not audible] and maybe even hearing paraphrases on what you think this section means. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> So we can slow down and a little bit.  
	>> Okay. 
	Thank you. 
	>> Hey, Ryan, this is Kim from panhandle special needs. 
	I just do want to kind of follow up on what Sarah noble was saying. 
	So her daughter was deemed Medicaid waiver and went through it community eval and was deemed community ready and then failed that job. 
	And now we're -- we don't want her in the community or her team. 
	I wouldn't say me.  
	I'm not involved. 
	But now she has no avenue to come back to work services, and we want that fixed. 
	Is there a way to fix that now without having to fail two more evaluations? 
	>> We're happy to get you in touch with someone to talk about your individual case. 
	>> This is trinity. 
	I think the point being made here is this isn't about a person. 
	This is about individuals who are eligible for waiver. 
	They are pushed on to the wavered employment but are unsuccessful. 
	The statute and the rules are a huge part of the process on how to then [not audible] to access.  
	>> So one of the next sections coming up is about eligibility, and I also was eligible for work services, and also for supportive employment. 
	And again, as Ryan indicated, this is a statutes, and this is about moving forward. 
	What does everyone want moving forward for this process? 
	What we have for today is today. 
	What we are talking about now is what are -- what is your input for, for example, since you're talking about eligibility for work services -- that's what we're also saying. 
	What do we want to be the same? 
	What do we want to be different? 
	What do we want to be a hybrid of some of the same and -- so this is really at this point is we're creating the story together. 
	So what is true today will depend on the feedback that we receive over the next three months to inform us in this process of rule making. 
	So perhaps maybe a better way to say this is so that if someone wants to make a comment about what work services eligibility looks like, maybe this is the time in which we can talk about that, so that it's not specifically -- I understand what you're saying. 
	But moving forward, what would you like work services eligibility for. 
	>> Thank you. 
	So that's probably kind of the framework you stick with as far as if you guys have ideas for what work services looks like, that's what we're trying to gather. 
	>> This is trinity again. 
	That's confusing. 
	When you read the statute, you said we cannot change that. 
	This is what we have. 
	Then you're talking about what we can change. 
	So I think that's confusing for some of the people in our room, the statute being one issue and the rules being another.  
	It's struggling. 
	>> Someone needs to mute their microphones. 
	We're getting a lot of feedback.  
	>> We cannot change the wording in the statute. 
	As far as informing us of what the words in the statute means and what does that mean, so for example, potential, there's lots of in the statute, and the statute is intentionally [not audible].  
	>> Of those eligibility. 
	If the disability. 
	>> Can everybody please mute your microphones.  
	We have a tremendous amount of feedback. 
	>> Please mute your microphones. 
	Can everyone please mute their microphones. 
	Yes, please better. 
	>> We'll open it back up for responses.  
	>> Eligibility is a person who is eligible to participate in the program if the person A, has a disability. 
	That's.  
	>> Eligibility is a person who is eligible to participate in the program if the person has a disability. 
	That's a very broad statement. 
	What does that mean to you? 
	Does that mean, for example, someone just says that they have a barrier to employment? 
	Does it mean certain types of evaluations? 
	Those are the kind of questions that provide us with the information moving forward for the next steps in the rule making is intended to help provide that direct for the individuals that are providing the service so that there is an understanding of what is it, that allows that person to participate, what makes them eligible. 
	So what does that say to you? 
	>> Nana, this is Mikayla in Idaho falls, and we appreciate allowing us to listen today. 
	It helps us going forward understand how all listening sessions around the state are going to go. 
	I think for me, with your comment about and Ryan asked earlier how to help people understand who maybe aren't understanding statutes and rules and those things, what I get from people who are providing personal experience is they don't know whether those personal experience necessarily fit within all the rules but they want you to take their personal experience that's not working for them and help them take that experience and put it into the rule and statutes. 
	They may not understand how to give you the exact wording or the exact rule, but what she's saying is she doesn't understand how eligibility works, but she wants you to hear how her experience went and someone help her put it into a rule. 
	That's kind of what I get about when our parents and our people speak about that is that they just need you to understand their experience. 
	>> Thank you so much. 
	>> Do we have any other comments or ideas about work services? 
	Somebody was starting to speak. 
	>> Jim, if you're talking, we can't hear you. 
	>> I see several people, and so I was wondering who was talking. 
	Anyway, yeah, eligibility, I think, is, as you were mentioning -- I'm sorry, I don't know your name, is probably the key, and as was mentioned earlier, three trials and three failures is felt very deeply by a lot of our participants, and to go through that is traumatic. 
	So eligibility, I think, is a determination of an entire team, and experience as some of the participants have indicated, you know, and what they have experienced is an indicator. 
	And I'm not sure that in the field and at some location in the community is always an indicator of eligibility for participation in work services. 
	So I think participation in work services is a team decision, as is so many things in this program is a determination by the team. 
	Thank you. 
	>> Thank you, Jim. 
	Do we have any other comments on work services? 
	Okay.  
	I'm going to try what Trinity suggested. 
	I'm going to read the statute and then we'll see if I have any justice trying to paraphrase that section of the statute. 
	So this is program established sec one. 
	There is hereby established in the board an extended employment services program for the purpose of increasing employment opportunities for program participants. 
	The program shall be administered by the division of voc rehab, extended employment services offered under the program are separate and apart from any federal program but may be collaborative with and supportive of federal programs, administrative costs charged to the EES shall be and subject to audit and review. 
	Section two, program services shall be provided when eligible individuals do not have access to comparable services or have fully utilized comparable services for which they are eligible. 
	Separate and apart from delivered -- separate and apart from and delivered subsequent to vocational rehabilitation services provided by the division. 
	So trinity, I take it back. 
	I'm not going to try to paraphrase that, because that's a mouthful.  
	Let's talk about this section. 
	I read this numerous times, and it's one of those things, I was like this is probably the most important sec I'm going to need feedback on. 
	>> So there's a couple of things I can maybe help with paraphrasing. 
	So the division of vocational rehabilitation has actually three programs under it, but we're not going to talk about the one, because it's it is council for the deaf and hard of hearing, and it's completely separate.  
	The two programs under the division of vocational rehabilitation are federal VR program, and the extended employment services program. 
	So that when we say the federal VR program, that means we get federal funds and are part of a very particular vocational program we call the vocational rehabilitation program, and it's 78% of the money is federal and 21.3% is nonfederal match. 
	The extended employment services program we're talking about today is 100% general save funds. 
	However, when they talk about we must coordinate with the federal programs, I'll give you an example. 
	So under a federal law, that requires individuals that are youth under the age of 25, they cannot enter into a program for subminimum wage, and that program is often part of work services. 
	It is not a program of individuals who are utilizing work services, may, if a program has what's called a working -- I don't always say the technical term.  
	It's a federal certificate that allows an employer to pay a subminimum wage. 
	If they're receiving subminimum wage and less than 25 years of age, those individuals have to participate in vocational rehabilitation prior to starting into subminimum wage. 
	So that's an example of we must coordinate and comply in working together. 
	So the agency cannot ignore the federal requirements for youth entering into a subminimum wage employment scenario, which oftentimes, that individual may also be eligible, then, for work services supports. 
	And the extended employment services program is paying for. 
	So that's an example of that coordination with the federal side of it. 
	We can't simply ignore that part of it. 
	>> Trinity. 
	>> Yes, thank you. 
	We do have a participant who is with work services who has something he would like to say.  
	>> Great. 
	>> So I'm Ed Rogers. 
	I live in Sandpoint. 
	We're busy. 
	So what's been really helpful for me, normally, it would be very hard for me to get a job on my own, if I was all by myself. 
	But with extend services, the job coaching, in particular, that has been most helpful for me in getting me a job and helping me stay in the job and supporting me. 
	It has been very, very important. 
	>> Excellent. 
	>> Excellent. 
	Are you talking about a job in the community or a job -- 
	>> Yes. 
	I'm talking about a job out in the community. 
	>> Awesome. 
	>> Yeah.  
	>> Thank you. 
	>> Appreciate it. 
	>> Hi. 
	I have a question. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> Okay. 
	Does coordinate with mean subordinate to the federal rules and statutes? 
	So does the state have to be subordinate. 
	Does it have to be under the federal rule, or is it in cooperation with? 
	>> So, for example, when we talked about it that same paragraph, incorrect cross rate. 
	That is something the agency must apply to the extended employment services program. 
	So for example, we cannot use federal dollars to support a program that is not under the federal requirements. 
	So therefore, those type of things within the agency umbrella, the agency must develop or the Federal Government, a plan to show where costs for a nonfederal program, how they're being paid for. 
	And this is not my area of expertise. 
	I'm not the fiscal officer but I know the plain language around it which is basically the extended employment services program has to help pay for itself so that we're not charging federal dollars for something that is not part of the federal.  
	>> Okay. 
	Then we can use state dollars? 
	Is that correct? 
	>> We can use state dollars for -- I'm sorry? 
	I'm not sure I understand, sir, what you're asking. 
	>> You said we could not use federal dollars for work services under this condition. 
	But can we use state dollars for work services stay, for example, without using federal dollars for this service if the state dollars are allotted to this program? 
	>> This is where it does get really complicated. 
	What we're talking about is like the overhead cost.  
	It's like paying for the building. 
	We have to make sure there's a percentage of the extended employment work services space that is charged to the EES program.  
	That's the kind of stuff I'm talking about not the services related directly to the customer.  
	Those are direct costs.  
	When I'm referring to indirect costs, it's things -- as an example, our office space, and we have staff that occupy, that support the EES program. 
	A percentage, whatever the fiscal staff determines was is what is necessary based on a formula, that's where you have to spend some of your EES dollars operating costs for those overhead incorrect, not the direct services. 
	What I was referring to there sir was related to other costs of running a program. 
	Is that helpful at all? 
	>> Helpful, yes. 
	>> Do we have any more comments on the program established section? 
	>> Hi. 
	This is Kim from [not audible]. 
	I wanted a clarification from nana on -- you mentioned that they had to be under 25 and I was confused there. 
	Under 25 to go through the evaluation process? 
	To get state dollars? 
	>> That was an example of in the cooperation with the federal program. 
	>> Okay.  
	>> So that was an example of, if a student exiting high school was 18 years of age, before they can enter into subminimum wage, employment, they must follow certain aspects before they could potentially do that based on federal requirements. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> Not the state requirements but based on federal requirements.  
	>> So does the federal rule say 25? 
	I'm not reading anything in this new statue about age 25.  
	>> That's a separate program.  
	>> That's a separate federal requirement.  
	>> Okay. 
	I must have missed something.  
	I was getting all confused.  
	>> This program really just is referencing a lot of the different aspects that EES program must also evaluate. 
	I was just trying to get a couple of examples. 
	>> Okay. 
	Thank you. 
	>> All right. 
	Any other comments on this section? 
	>> Okay. 
	We're going to go on to the next section, eligibility. 
	A person is eligible to participate in the program EES program if the person A has a disability that constitutes a barrier to maintaining paid employment without long-term vocational support, B, is 16 years of age or older, C is an Idaho resident, and sec two, I guess, is -- 
	>> Start with that.  
	>> Okay. 
	It's -- the last part of that, I'm going to add is the division may periodically review a participant's eligibility and service-level need for the program. 
	So let's talk about eligibility. 
	Does anyone have comments on who is eligible or ideas about eligibility? 
	Service-level need? 
	Periodic review? 
	Anything like that? 
	>> This is Kim from panhandle special needs. 
	Hey, I'm hoping moving forward on this one there's no -- the statute doesn't say anything about the three evaluations. 
	I understand the one, obviously. 
	You need to find out if they are community ready, but you know, our hope moving forward when it comes to rules that the three evaluations is not a necessity. 
	>> So Kim, could you give me an example of how you would like to see someone enter into work services? 
	>> I think the goal is through the team, team management, choice.  
	It's always the participant's choice. 
	It's their choice for where they want to work, choice if where are they want to live, and all of those things. 
	When it's mandated that they have three evaluations, and evaluation one does not go well, and their morale goes down, and they feel like a failure, and then you tell them they have to go out in the community and do it again. 
	That's just setting them up for not wanting to work. 
	And I've seen participants now not working because their team is not willing to put that participant through that again. 
	And so I would hope, you know, with many factors -- TSEs, family members, client choice, that after that first community evaluation, if does not go well, they would have the choice to come to work services if they want. 
	Some people do want to try that again. 
	I understand that.  
	That's all of our goals.  
	I don't think it should be a necessity as it is now. 
	I think it should be choice. 
	One more clarification. 
	I want to make sure I understand. 
	By choice, do you think they should start working with vocational rehabilitation or do you mean they should be able to just simply, based on their disability, determine they are able to be eligible based on a disability? 
	>> Well, I want, I think in order to get into work services, they have to go through VR anyways, correct? 
	And you're asking me -- once they're in work services they're VR anyways, so I'm assuming they have to go through it. 
	I guess that's confusing me a little bit. 
	In order to get into work services, they have to go through VR. 
	>> That's currently true, yes. 
	But if in the future, I'm asking, what -- I'm trying to get an understanding of what you would like to see. 
	>> I gotcha now. 
	It's client choice. 
	If they feel they're not ready, why not put them into a position where they can feel valued and accepted and safe? 
	People are tolerant of what, you know, their habits might be, and once they build that confidence, I have participants in here now that are saying I'm ready and the next couple of months, you know, we plan on going -- looking towards community employment. 
	And that was their choice. 
	They came to me and made that decision that they were ready. 
	And that's what we push here. 
	I don't want anybody going out if they don't feel they're ready, because I don't want them going out there and failing and coming back and taking two steps back. 
	So to get into work services, I think it should be choice to get into community employment, it should be choice. 
	>> So I appreciate that, and I'm going to ask a question. 
	And please understand it's really for us to understand. 
	So one of the areas -- and I really appreciate your input. 
	One has a disability that constitutes a barrier without long-term vocational support. 
	So let me ask you this. 
	That part of the statute, what does that mean to you if A, either the person has never been employed, or if they have been successful in a community job without supports? 
	What does that part mean to you in terms of disability either constitutes a barrier to maintain employment. 
	So how would that be determined? 
	If the person A has never had an employment -- has never had a job, and there's nothing that would indicate one way or the other, or B, if an individual has come and said I want to work in services but was requiring supports in the past? 
	>> I still think that comes down to their personal team and client choice. 
	Because the team might say hey, we think you can do it, because everybody needs a boost in their ego.  
	So if the team says, let's try a community evaluation, I think you can do it. 
	That's still a choice made by the team, but if the participant says no, that's -- it's ultimately their decision.  
	It's their choice where they want to go. 
	But everybody on every level sometimes might need a push. 
	So I think that's where it comes down to the team. 
	Does that help you understand what I'm saying? 
	>> So please, I'm going to ask if this is correct, and if I'm not correct in what I'm saying, please tell me. 
	>> Okay.  
	>> So the way I understood it, I'm kind of trying to gather what I think you said and tell me if I'm wrong, but that as far as a barrier goes, to maintaining paid employment, that that is simply whatever a person says, not whether there was a demonstrated need. 
	>> Is that -- am I correct in my understanding there? 
	>> Kind of, yes. 
	That's still choice. 
	If I'm choosing community, I'm going to support you in community. 
	If you say I'm not ready, then that's a barrier in itself. 
	So they choose to come out of work services and they come out of a work barrier. 
	>> Okay. 
	So I understand that all barriers are based on individuals' comments. 
	It's what they tell us. 
	>> No, not all barriers. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> But it does come down to client choice.  
	That's the bottom line. 
	>> Okay. 
	Thank you. 
	I really appreciate you working with me to get that clarified.  
	>> I'm doing my best. 
	>> We all are. 
	This is our first round, so -- 
	>> You guys are the guinea pigs. 
	>> We really appreciate -- again, I've done these kind of things before. 
	We'll make adjustments. 
	We're really trying. 
	So you know -- 
	>> You are, and we appreciate it. 
	Region one is always the guinea pig. 
	Maybe next time you guys could start with the last one and region one can be last. 
	>> Fair enough. 
	>> We'll put Lynn on the spot next time. 
	>> So we'll try to keep you updated on the process going through that.  
	>> Appreciate that.  
	>> Any other comments? 
	Ideas? 
	Anything about eligibility? 
	>> This is Sarah Noble again on the phone. 
	Did I interrupt somebody? 
	>> Go ahead, Sarah. 
	>> Okay. 
	So I wanted to elaborate. 
	I think nana was saying about -- I think she was asking how to tell if a person has a barrier, if they've never been employed in and in my daughter's situation, there were things we could have looked at. 
	Her behaviors are a big one.  
	She had a history of running away when she was upset. 
	She was locking herself in bathroom stalls and refusing to come out. 
	Those are key indicators that she clearly wasn't ready for community-based work. 
	She also -- there's a volunteer program and that was a good first step for her to start getting in the community. 
	She actually was volunteering and working in the community through PSNI in their volunteer program. 
	So that was another good step. 
	So there are ways of finding those barriers and I.D.ing them without putting a person in danger or at risk by a community-based employment with just a job coach. 
	>> Thank you for that feedback. 
	>> Thanks, Sarah. 
	All right. 
	Any other -- did Jim make it back? 
	He had a dead battery on his computer. 
	Any other comments on eligibility? 
	>> This is Kim from PSNI. 
	I have one more. 
	I guess it's more of a clarification. 
	It should be pretty easy. 
	So 2C -- no, just C is an Idaho resident. 
	For those of us that are so close to the border, and there aren't facilities available, and I'm sure -- because we're state-funded, we could not support somebody that say lived in Washington, which is only like 40 miles from us. 
	And they don't have programs. 
	Is that correct? 
	>> That is correct. 
	State of Idaho taxpayer dollars are for Idaho residents.  
	>> And that's because we're state funded.  
	>> Correct. 
	>> Okay. 
	Thank you. 
	>> You know, I have known other states that might pay for someone to receive services in another state, but that generally then comes from that state. 
	>> Right. 
	>> Just as an example, Washington could pay a provider in Idaho or Oregon could, but it's not -- for our purposes, is Idaho residents.  
	>> Gotcha. 
	Thank you. 
	>> Any other comments on this eligibility section? 
	Okay. 
	We're going to go on to covered services. 
	Covered services individual program plan one subject to available funding. 
	The program shall provide the following services to participants as appropriate. 
	Individual community supportive employment, group community-based supportive employment and work services. 
	Item two shall be based on a participant's individual program plan as developed according to board rule. 
	So covered services, again, are community supportive employment, group-supported employment, or like enclaves, and work services. 
	And based on the individual's IDB. 
	Okay. 
	So do we have any ideas or comments on this covered services? 
	>> This is Kim. 
	What does board rule mean? 
	According -- that will be what we're working for developing as far as the statute. 
	>> I got it. 
	Thank you. 
	>> I was looking at some of the other stuff of how much money was putting toward the work services and it shows a lot of money coming back. 
	It appears a lot of money is spent on administration and less people are being served. 
	Wouldn't be better to designate these funds to serve more participants in the work services? 
	>> We would need a little more information so we understand what your feedback is. 
	We really want to understand your feedback. 
	>> It was the stuff I got sent in the package. 
	It showed the moneys and how they were distributed and over the last number of years, and it showed money that wasn't used. 
	So that's kind of where I'm coming from on that.  
	>> So under administration, if -- so, every individual goes through supportive employment work services [not audible] all they're in employment services have a plan that they wrote with their provider -- right now we're talking about -- [not audible] with individuals -- 
	>> Just a second. 
	Sorry to interrupt. 
	Can everybody mute their microphones, please. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> It was getting really hard to hear. 
	>> So for an individual with guardians and anybody else -- [not audible].  
	>> Their provider, it's a plan. 
	And it's for the services -- and then Christy reviews that with the provider. 
	They make any corrects necessary. 
	Once it's -- then those services are approved for that person. 
	However, not everybody is a hundred percent [not audible] for vacation, sometimes people the medical team.  
	Sometimes it's -- we have a pandemic. 
	So there's different reasons why we wouldn't use the funds. 
	But everybody that has been eligible for the program has the services that they could improve. 
	So you have to -- so we are serving everybody that's eligible, everybody that has been eligible is receiving services that have been approved, so all I can say at this point, ma'am, is that we are obligated under law for the money that goes back to the general funds where the legislature to determine what they can do. 
	>> Okay. 
	Because I was just concerned in looking at 2019, there was a reversion of a million dollars. 
	2020, you can understand that kind because of the pandemic. 
	2019, it was a million dollars, and it's like okay. 
	As long as everybody was served, that's my point. 
	More participants get money. 
	>> So I can tell you [not audible] all of those is that people have been utilizing and were approved for. 
	Those have been provided. 
	>> Okay. 
	Because you know when we talked about the three failures before you can get into work services. 
	If we got rid of that barrier, then we could use -- the money is there. 
	So let's get more people in there and use the money. 
	>> Thank you for your feedback. 
	>> Any other comments on covered services? 
	>> Hello. 
	This is Sarah Noble on the phone again. 
	>> Yeah.  
	>> I feel if I'm reading this right, this section is what we all really want to focus on is -- is this where the rules are going to be put into place that say which of these work programs the participant is going to go into? 
	>> So this section talks about the only three covered services that EES pays for. 
	Individual community supportive employment. 
	Group supported employment and work services. 
	EES, for example, does not pay for day habilitation services or community access-type program or the training.  
	That's part of VR, the initial training for a new job. 
	So only -- what this sec is talking about, what EES will cover is just those three categories. 
	Does that make sense? 
	>> Okay. 
	Yeah. 
	So what I'm looking at is the number two there, where it says that the service is provided to a participant shall be based on the participant's individual program plan, and then as developed according to bord rule. 
	Is this where the rules are going to be put into place that say whether the individual is designated to go into community-based work versus work services? 
	>> That would probably be under eligibility. 
	So what this section two would -- what I think it means is that the services -- so if an individual on their -- and I can give you kind of an example -- of an individual on their IDP plan has group community employment. 
	They're working in an enclave, right? 
	A small-group employment. 
	But then they go out and get a community job on their own. 
	EES is not going to pay for that community job unless it's on their plan. 
	So we need to do -- they probably need to go to VR for the initial training or initial job coaching. 
	And then it can be written into their plan that EES would support that person in the community employment. 
	So shifting around. 
	If a person is in -- I guess that's what it's addressing is that the -- those three categories of covered services are going to be written in the plan, and that's what the plan is going to pay for is what's already written on the plan. 
	Nothing outside of those three categories. 
	So is that -- does that help? 
	>> Yes, it did. 
	Thank you very much. 
	>> All right. 
	>> Ryan, this is Hannah. 
	Could I get you to clarify, because I know that is the process now that people have to go back through VR, but as nana and you both have stated, moving forward, is that something that could be looked at that EES could then work with the person individually and kind of bypass the average time that it takes VR to put somebody through the pipeline and get back to that program they're used to? 
	Isn't that what we're talking about as moving forward. 
	Maybe we clean up some of that.  
	>> And thank you for that, Hannah. 
	The covered services, though, is already in statute. 
	What's going to be covered in initial training for a new job is not a covered service for EES. 
	Per the statute. 
	Does that make sense? 
	>> I guess it's based on the interpretation of the rest of the statute on where you would include those services provided. 
	Again, I'm just saying moving forward, is there a way to clean some of that process up? 
	Are you asking about adding another service for initial training? 
	>> I don't know that I'm asking for an additional service. 
	I'm asking if there's a way to determine if the -- interpret the law to include for a transitional to a different job. 
	We don't know that's initial training -- initial training could start -- 
	>> Sarah, can you give us an example of what you mean by that? 
	>> I've been told if a person is in a job at an employer, wherever in the community, if they are given the opportunity to take on a new position that we have to go back through the VR process. 
	However, they have a job coach. 
	Each job description, as we all know in the new skills from day to day, so could we interpret that EES could provide the supports needed to take on those added responsibility? 
	I don't think that falls under initial training. 
	I think it's building on the independence of a person already using a service. 
	So I don't know that we agree on the definition of initial training and continued training, and gaining further independence in a job. 
	>> In the same job or a different job? 
	>> Again. 
	I think it comes down to how you interpret it. 
	Maybe a different job description, but again, the transition can happen in the same job coach with the belief that the employer feels they just need to move in that direct. 
	Not interrupt the day to day for that individual so they go to VR.  
	>> I understand what you're saying, Han a your feedback is to set up a [not audible] transitioning to another paid employment VR sample with the same employer. 
	Maybe different job to move that individual without going back to that. 
	By saying they maintain it. 
	I didn't catch hardly anything. 
	Basically what I heard and I apologize because I don't mean to boycott this listening session, and to a comment made by a listener, they discuss the need for VR. 
	That's based on current practices and what I'm hearing over and over again is we're supposed to be discussing how we move forward.  
	>> Right. 
	But alms the consensus out of participants is they like what they have now. 
	They're not afraid of trying to can we take the statute, and then write more availability within a state program and subjected by legislature to allow for more growth within that program. 
	I think you would find more success and more independence being built if we had that discussion. 
	So it's hard for me to keep track, and I'm sure it's hard for the participants on the line to keep track of the comments of moving forward, but then the limitations that you keep bringing up that are happening right now. 
	So really, I don't necessarily need to talk specifics. 
	I'm just saying, when that gets brought up, I think we all need to remember that if we're talking about moving forward, then we need to start from scratch. 
	And I believe the statute allows for that. 
	>> Thank you, Hannah. 
	Any other comments on covered services? 
	Okay. 
	We're going to go to the next section, EES provider requirements. 
	ES providers requirements of approval, agreement review, section one, the division shall approve any person or entity before such person or entity may provide extended employment services other than the program. 
	The division shall enter an agreement with each program provider. 
	The agreement shall specify the requirements for the provider. 
	Services to be offered by the provider. 
	Scope of work under the agreement. 
	Service fees. 
	Other terms, conditions, and provisions as determined by the division and agreed to by the provider. 
	Do we have comments or suggestions on -- EES provider sections? 
	>> Ryan, this is trinity. 
	And I know we've talked about this before, but boy, it would be nice if that provider agreement could be a bit more of a cooperative process. 
	It doesn't seem like we're quite able to come to the table and agree on the terms. 
	And find negotiating contracts with other members in our community, and this contract is always our most difficult one. 
	>> What would you like to see? 
	>> I think when we come to table that what actually gets included. 
	It feels like when we come the table, the decisions have been made. 
	>> Trinity, you cut out in that last part. 
	>> Hopeful that our input would get incorporated more often. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> This is Kim from PSNI. 
	I would just like to support what trinity just said. 
	Even though there was -- it was aloud for provider input, I don't think any of the provider input was even acknowledged, nor was it used in the agreement. 
	So hopefully, you know, moving forward, that is something that's more of a group effort versus a one-sided effort. 
	>> All right. 
	Thank you. 
	Any other comments on EES providers? 
	All right. 
	Section two under EES providers is the division may terminate or revoke the approval status and discontinue authorizing or purchasing service from providers for actions in violation of the agreement or rules promulgated by the board. 
	Any comments on section two? 
	Section three, a provider agreement shall be reviewed annually and is subject to revision as required by the division in cooperation with providers. 
	Any comment? 
	The last sec, program implementation.  
	The board is here authorized to take such actions as are necessary to implement the provision of this chapter including promulgation of necessary rules. 
	I think we have 15 minutes left. 
	We can open up for review of any of this or other comments regarding the statute. 
	Give everybody a minute. 
	>> I read through all of the VR materials, and I find the use of nonintegrated noncompetitive setting to be very condescending and rather discriminatory against people who have severe disabilities like my daughter. 
	You met her.  
	She's different. 
	She's weird. 
	The commune really doesn't want her. 
	She wouldn't do well out in the community. 
	PSNI is not putting my daughter into isolation.  
	She's in isolation when she's at home. 
	PSNI is not the greater community, but it's a community. 
	It's a smaller community, a very inclusive community, a very safe place for her to be. 
	I can send her off there every day, and she's around people who care about her, who support her, who help her, and I know she's going to come home at the end of the day safe and happy, and she's going to have accomplishments. 
	I'd like to see and feel more support from VR and from the state, from everybody, for people like my daughter. 
	I know she's not going to get better. 
	Autism isn't going to get a sudden miracle cure. 
	I wish it would. 
	I would really like to see her be more accepted for who and what she is. 
	And it's not going to happen out in the greater community. 
	It does happen in a smaller more inclusive community like PSNI. 
	And you'll hear that from other parents as you continue these sessions, with people who are severely disabled.  
	They need this smaller setting, and it's a good setting. 
	I would really like to see an attitude of helpfulness and support for PSNI and other smaller providers like this. 
	>> Thank you for your comments. 
	If there was ones that would like to make for your daughter, what would that be? 
	>> You cut out in the middle and I didn't hear your question.  
	>> I apologize. 
	This mask is difficult to talk through. 
	If there's one thing you said you would like to see more support for your daughter, is there anything in particular you would like to see? 
	>> I would like to not feel like her work services and her other services are threatened as if they're second rate because it's a small group, and because she doesn't really have a lot of probably forward progress in the work community to be made. 
	She's one of the people who falls under the continuing to support category. 
	And I'd like to see her appreciated for that not just her but all of the people like her. 
	They need work services.  
	They need a small supportive community like PSNI. 
	I would appreciate seeing and hearing a more supportive attitude out of VR quite frankly for people like Christy. 
	>> Thank you if your feedback. 
	>> Hi. 
	This is Angela.  
	I'm a family member of a participant and I just want to agree with every word Patricia just said.  
	My family member chooses to do work services, and if that is threatened, that's a huge deal to us. 
	And thanks for pointing all that out, Patricia. 
	>> Thank you for your input. 
	We appreciate it. 
	>> This is Kim from panhandle special needs. 
	I just want to support what pat Hampton just said and I'm sitting in front of seven participants right now, and everything that she said, we're looking around the room, and they all understood it here. 
	They all understood what Pat was saying about feeling valued and being supported and we're still community. 
	We may be smaller, but we're still community out here. 
	Every one of these guys sitting here was just shaking their head in agreement with what Pat had just said. 
	>> Thank you for that. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> Hi. 
	Linda Bell Smith up here again at PSNI. 
	I'm look at the paper sent out. 
	It was about the segregated or sheltered employment. 
	And so what you understand about it. 
	And then you go to our position, which I'm assuming is you guys. 
	Is that not them? 
	>> No.  
	>> Okay. 
	Never mind. 
	But okay. 
	The council, it talked about agrees with the U.S. department of education, regulations that govern state vocational rehabilitation service in no longer recognizing segregated employment as being an appropriate.  
	Employment outcome. 
	You talk about the segregation with the disabled, but they're around other people. 
	They're not the only ones in that group. 
	And you know, I take offense to being segregated. 
	They are disabled people are part of the community. 
	Just because they're in a work center, I don't see that as being segregated. 
	It's giving them a chance to work out being out in the community and being sheltered and safe. 
	So that's my comment. 
	>> All right. 
	Thank you. 
	I think we're talking about two separate programs. 
	The Medicaid will not fund the work services. 
	Right? 
	EES, however, it's in statute. 
	It's established in statute. 
	It's funded going forward. 
	EES is not Medicaid. 
	Am I understanding your comment correctly? 
	>> Well, I wasn't sure, because like I said, it's the Idaho council on developmental disability's position. 
	I thought it was part of you guys. 
	So just commenting on that the way they it is it's no longer appropriate. 
	Well, it is. 
	>> And I'm not looking at that what you're looking at. 
	Are we talking about Federal Government's position? 
	Is that right? 
	>> I guess it is. 
	Idaho council. 
	>> We do understand there is some feedback this provides. 
	We're hearing you [not audible] on your comment. 
	>> Okay. 
	>> All right. 
	Any other comments about the statute? 
	>> This is Sarah Noble on the phone again. 
	I just hope that while you guys are creating these rules for the statute that you recognize the need to have multiple entry points for participants to enter into work programs, and not -- especially with this population.  
	One size does not fit all. 
	So if we could remove barriers to working, I think that should be what the goal is. 
	And it shouldn't be a negative outlook if somebody needs work services rather than community-based work. 
	We all have our different needs. 
	And the participants need to be supported and encouraged wherever they fall in the work scope. 
	Thank you.  
	>> Thank you, Sarah. 
	We have a caller comment? 
	Anybody else have anything? 
	Oh, Nana has a couple of comments.  
	>> I just want to thank everyone for starting us off on our EES listening session, and we'll take your feedback. 
	But so again, this was our 50 go around, and you know, we will appreciate all of the feedback on the statute. 
	We'll take some of the feedback on the process. 
	Woe work on process improvement. 
	We want this to be a process for everyone. 
	So we really do appreciate it. 
	Obviously, our original intent was to meet in person. 
	However, as many of you don't even need to have it explained, we had to switch gears. 
	But again, I appreciate everyone's input, everyone's candor, and as we move forward, all of the feedback will be assessed and looked at and we definitely appreciate your time and energy in this process. 
	>> I just have one more comment. 
	It's Linda Bell Smith again. 
	I urge you guys that the new statutes and rules that recognize that work-based employment is not a one size fits all thing. 
	We need to protect our disabled. 
	>> We hear you. 
	>> Thank you. 
	>> Do we have other comments? 
	All right. 
	If there's no more comments, I want to thank you all for joining us with this, and sharing your ideas and opinions and given us feedback on the statute. 
	We do have, I think, ten more listening sessions coming up around the state. 
	And if you have individuals who were unavailable today, either participants or parents or guardians or whoever who was unable to get on this phone call or WebEx, please help them find the next one. 
	They will be able to chime in there. 
	All of the WebEx invite calendar items, the PDF I sent out to everybody are available on the public-facing VR website under EES. 
	If you have somebody who wasn't able to participate today, we'll give them an opportunity in the future to participate. 
	So if there's nothing else, we'll say thank you very much, and have a great rest of your day. 
	>> Thank you, Ryan. 
	And Jane. 
	>> I'm not seeing that. 
	>> If you guys can come on to see the closed captioning. 
	That.  
	>> Lisa, can you come on -- are you going to be the one doing the 1:30. 
	>> So Lisa, do you have -- does Ryan have your phone number? 
	Can he give you a call? 
	>> Hang on a second. 
	>> Are the closed captioning coming through? 
	>> So here's my number. 
	>> I have it up. 
	>> Testing, 1, 2, 3. 
	>> If I move my mouse, the captions stop. 
	>> Do you see anything? 
	August 25, 2020. 
	>> So I think I've got it now. 
	>> On my sec, it's not the three dots. 
	It's like a paragraph symbol. 
	And that turns on and off the closed captioning. 


